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Ul-'Os A HISTORY

1957

October 1st-November 2nd

1 October. Rochester, Pennsylvania, (dbout 7.UU p.m.)

Circled Shippingport Atomic Plant?

A former Rochester councilman, John Karcher, owned a farm in Daugherty town

ship, outside the city of Rochester. On October 1st, about 7:00 p.m., Mr.

Karcher was with a friend, Lee Plunkett. The men were outdoors with a clear

view of the sky.

From the direction of the nearby town of Ohioville something strange approach

ed at an altitude of 2,000 feet. The two men spotted it and were astonished.

The thing was a big luminous torpedo they estimated was 200 feet long. The top

half was green-colored and the bottom half a reddish-orange. These two colors

were separated by a strip of yellow. The thing was moving slowly, perhaps as

slow as 15 miles per hour. Karcher had enough time to get a pair of binoculars

and to also phone some neighbors, a Mrs. Norderbugger and her daughter and son-

in-law. These three neighbors managed to observe the object as it passed by on

a steady course to the south, in the direction of Shippingport Atomic Plant.

Karcher saw nothing worth mentioning with the binoculars and like everyone else

believed the show was over when the UFO moved out of sight. To the surprise of

all, the torpedo reappeared after a few minutes, retracing its course, apparent

ly returning to its homebase, if it had one. In Mr. Karcher's opinion, the
mystery ship made a U-turn over the nuclear facility, considering its speed and

distances involved. This suggestion was taken seriously by the Air Force and
the FBI. (1.)

1 October. Russia has them?

"Knowledge is Strength."

Back on August 13th Radio Moscow called flying saucers "Capitalist visions,"
nou on October 1st another view turned up in the Russian publication: Know-

ledge is Strength. Professor S. Zonshtem wrote that Russia did have i~HTsc-
type craft!

'"This flying disc is an original type of plane. It can rise

and descend vertically. The disc-like wing has four round

apertures through which the engine sucks up air. This creates

a vacuum on the upper surface of the circular wing. The air

thrust when directed downward lifts the aircraft off the ground.

l\ith the aid of a gyroscopic installation, the aircraft cabin is

always pointed along the trajectory of flight,1 says Professor

Zonshtein.

'"Another type of aircraft was described as having circular

wings and using a jet combustion chamber in conjunction with en
gines of the turbo-jet type. The aircraft cabin is alway point

ed along the trajectory of flight,' says the Professor. These

aircrafts are known coleopters. They supposedly resemble aerial
bombs.

"The Soviets have also made great progress in solving the pro

blems of the thermo-barrier of planes traveling at speeds in the
supersonic range, according to Professor Zonshtein." (2.)
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1 October. New, updated, Special Report #14 "being prepared " fSee
telegram to Leon Davidson)

1 October. NICAP: "Instrument of rabble rousing and agitation."

The "first report" of NICAP(apparently the first issue of the UFO In
vestigator) was examined and denounced by Air Force authorities. "SEowTng
no respect for the possibility the UFO problem was worth studying, an official
letter attacked NICAP motives by painting the Keyhoe-led group as an "in
strument of rabble rousing and agitation." It was made clear this opinion
reached the highest levels, in fact the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense was officially debriefed about the "serious nature of NICAP as a
cleverly organized threat." That was almost a compliment considering the
lack of money and manpower NICAP could muster. (See letter) (3.)

1 October. Santa Barbara, California.

"Circular object the size of a B-29."

A Santa Barbara paper printed:

"...a red-colored UFO zoomed over Santa Barbara for 15 seconds.
Three witnesses, including H.F. Hoag of Victoria, B.C., were
watching a jet vapor trail from La Mesa Park when they saw an
object about 100 feet in diameter crossing the sky at a high
rate of speed. It made no sound and covered a 90 degree arc of
the sky in about IS seconds. The witnesses could see the jet
plane over Carpinteria at the same tijne.

'The following day a 6 p.m. broadcast over Radio Station WATE
declared that an Air Force jet interceptor had picked up a UFO
on its radar scope and closed with it. Mien the Ul'O was within
visual range the pilot was amazed to see a circular object the
size of a B-29. A few seconds later the object scooted away at
a speed estimated at over 1,800 mph. The broadcast did not re
veal where the incident took place, the time, or the type of
interceptor involved." (4.)

1 October. Far East jet chase.

Keyhoe wrote:

"On October 1st, the United Press carried the Far East story
all over the country-. Queries poured into the Pentagon about
the huge UFO the Air Force jet had chased. But Healey was still
being told that the Air Force had not found the answer. Unable
to issue the usual denial, the Press Desk resorted to a terse
'No Comment.• (5.)

The editor of the Florida UFO bulletin S.P.A.C.E., Norbert F. Gariety, had
a strong reaction. (See article clipped from bulletin) (6.)

2 October. Georgetown, Pennsyvania. (2:00 - 4:00 a.m.?)

"Afraid it hould land."

A brief mention in Fate magazine states: "...between 2 a.m. and 4 a m
a woman resident of Georgetown, Pa., said she saw a low-flying revolving ob
ject which glowed in varying colors. She was afraid that it would land "
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S.P.A.C.E.--Pti£e Five

Nobcrt Uuietv's S P -\ C 1 bulletin

NICAF TAKES ANOTHER DENT IN PENTAGON POLICY

Air Fore© Intelligence Loot nonth reloaeed

to NICAP details of a Jet-UFC chase by a Far

East Air Fcice Pllct. In which the UFO accel

erated to ft epeed of opfroxitratelj 2000 nph

when the Jet tried t« close In.

The lnpoitence of this release speaks for

l'.oolT. Thie 1b the flret official releaee of

i. UFO chase, released anywhere In the Air

Force Blnce 1953- we cpn only hope that thle

1h a sign ol coming attractions and not Just

( n Isolated instance.

The article vae carried In many of the

loading newspapers and 3.P.A.C.E. thnnkn the

luaaroue Individuals uhc eunt In the cllpplnga

"he story In short la this

Two Far East Air Force Jets were making

practice radar Intercepts on each other when

the Intercepting pilot picked up a strange

radar blip, A check with ground control show-

ud no other plane In the area, and the pilot

lecelved permission to Investigate.

At ton miles distance he got a radar lock-

on; at 8 miles he eaw it visually and closed

In to five cilee, but could get no closer; the

object accelerated and left hla radar scope

uhowing a speed of approximately 2000 mph.

Ten eeconde after getting hie first radar

lock-on, the radar vae suddenly Jammed by a

utrong intorferonco. The pilot switched fre

quencies and thle eliminated the Jamming* for

ubout another 10 seconds the signals were

clear and then the interference started again.

At the closest distance of 5 mlleB the Jet

pilot eaye tho UFO appeared circular and gold

en tan In color. It was about the Bice of a

pencil eraser against the planes wind-screen.

From a check by NICAP with North American Avia

tion, builders of the F-86-D Sabrejet, it was

calculated that for an object to appear l/U
inch In diatceter and 3/8 inch long at 27 inches

the object at 5 miles would have been approxi

mately 350 feet In diameter. (Which ireens

'.hat for this UFO to land In your back yard,

jou would need a 2 acre back yard. Of course

OFFICIALLY the Air Force will still say, "We
lave no physics 1 evldencs 1 etc." And techni

cally you know they are right. pilot had

visual contact, and also radar contact!

>hyelcal

But

s theythey still have no physical proof■

clalm---becauoe the pilot did not touch It,

nor did he bring back a piece of It fcr tho

brass in the Pentagon to tcu:h nr<i hardle. So

the TOP BRASS can still keep a ctern facial

expression and say, "We have no physical evi

dence that e.ich things as tho popularly terred

flying saucero even exist!") Tok—izV '

A loo NICAP ha 3 u cored a not I cr vie' or,, In

getting a statotrcnt from Senator Barry Gold-

water of Arizona expressing his lntereot In

UFO'e. Two other Senator? have pra.l?usl\

expressed their interest In t^e ratter.

Throe down, ard 93 to gc! Wher. ercv£h

Senators end representatives have the ccJrape

to epcak out. tharo will eventually re a rrank

and open discussion of UFO's e™_ t-'ie problem

involved on Capltcl Hill.

And NICAP la the key to official end of

censorship on UFO's. So ouppcrt NICAF—$7 50

tcenberahip per year. If NICAP hao to fold up

because of Lack of creiterohip and flninc.-i,

we any ao veil pll fold up oor tents o^'J po

home 1 and leave the eolution . t^e tTC enlg-

021 for our grandchildren to sol'-e. KICAP's

address lo I53t) Connecticut Ave., Washington.

D. C.



2 (.5?) Oetobei . Lancastei , Pa (.about noon)

Another California story.

"A Lancaster woman said she saw a UFO hover over the doi/ntown

aiea about noon. She described it as white, disc-shaped with a

tail, and said it appeared to revolve. Several other reports

of unidentified flying objects were made in that area during

the same week." (8.)

2 October. Near Ivilliamsport, Pennsylvania, (about 6:30 p.m.)

Cigars standing on end.

The Air Force Office of Special Investigations interviewed an engineer

that worked on jet power systems:

"On 2 October 1957, while aboard TWA aircraft »1S9 enroute from

Boston, Massachusetts to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, he sighted

two unidentified objects due west of the aircraft. He estimated

the time to be approximately 6.30 p.m., and the aircraft's

position to be approximately over Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

The aircraft was flying at 20,000 feet just above a haze layer.

The sun was just below the horizon so it was still fairl> light,

and he noticed no stars. He described the objects as looking

like cigars, standing on end, glowing like a star, and having no

color. The objects appeared to be stationary, and both at the

same elevation, which was about at eye level or 0° elevation. He

estimated the size to be approximately 1" at arms length. The

object to the left appeared brighter than the other and he was

able to observe it continuously for approximately tuent\ minutes.

The fainter object to the right seemed to disappear and reappear

intermittently. Both objects faded away " (9.)

5 October. Near Las Cruces, New Mexico, (about 8 00 p.m.)

Strange "machines " near the highway.

Granted that'the State of New Mexico was a region of missile tests and

weapons development but what happened near Las Cruces on October 3rd doesn't

make sense if one tries to blame it on activities of the military or some

scientific research. To put it simply, there just shouldn't be "testing," one

would think, adjacent to a highway. An El Paso couple was motoring near Las
Cruces when they encountered something odd:

"Mis Monte Beianek, saw the objects with hoi husband about 8

p.m.

'"The first object was 200 feet to the light of the road,1 Mrs.

Beranek said. 'It seemed to be the size of a washtub and sort

of oblong with an uneven top and bottom, the bottom part was not

quite as round as the top part. As we approached, and before we

were even with it, it rose into the air. It didn't zip, nor did

it go slowly. It went up with moderate speed. When it was

about 200 feet, it disintegrated with a huge glare which lit up

the whole countryside. Of course we were startled. We heard no

noise. We felt no heat. We were almost underneath it when it

disintegrated. I had to stick my head out the window and look

up to see it. My husband didn't see the glare. The next one



was farthei aua), more than 200 feet off to the left. It went

up when we were almost even with it. I didn't see this one dis

integrate on account of its position, but I saw the flash. Then

we saw the third one. It was at the left and farther away, to

ward White Sands. The same thing happened. It rose up and dis

integrated.' Mrs. Beranek said she and her husband saw all

three objects within a period of about 10 minutes. State Police

officer Robert Gilliland of Anthony[city of], on the New Mexico-

Texas border reported on the same night that he had seen fiery

objects folloi.ed by an extremely bright flash. Gilliland immed

iately got in radio contact with a patrolling Dona Ana County

deputy sheriff about 12 miles north of Gilliland's observation

point. At that time, another fiery object went up. The deputy

asked Gilliland if he saw a bright object which had just then

ranged skyward The state officer observed it at the same

moment. Mule they remained in radio contact with each other,

they saw several other objects. When Gilliland had gone to his

home to obtain sandwiches and coffee, the objects were still

visible from the house." (10.)

An Alamagordo paper had more to add: "A subsequent search of the area,

consuming over 12 hours aided by a Civil Air Patrol plane, found nothing.

The incident left local officials baffled." (11.) The paper explained.

"Believing an airplane had crashed, Gilliland teamed up with

an unnamed Texas police officer, secured a jeep and drove onto

the trackless mesa. They searched all night and until 10 a.m.

the next day and found nothing." (12.)

4 October. Newport, Oregon (about 10:30 p.m.)

A Mr. Rufus R. Ivood wrote a letter to the "Space Craft Digest" to say:

"...two nights ago Newport(Oregon) people reported seeing about 20 flying

objects make a complete turn over the city at about 10 30 p.m. A large ob

ject with fire all over it came down out of the clouds made a turn and flew
up the coast." (13.)

4 October "a strategic surprise."

Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner (of the January 1953 CIA UFO panel) attended a
cocktail party on October 4, 1957. As the-former Secretary of the Research
and Development Board (Defense), Dr. Berkner had been invited to a reception
at the Russian embassy along with some top American rocket experts. Playing
host to this social gathering on October 4th had been carefully planned by
Moscow's Foreign Office. During the reception Dr. Berkner was passed a note
from the New York Tunes. After a quick read, Dr. Berkner tapped on a glass
for silence. The note was read aloud. Radio Moscow was transmitting some
big news on the 19, 25, and 31 meter bands. Russian scientists, according to
the broadcast, had launched an artifical satellite 23 inches in diameter and
weighing 184 pounds. The little moon was in a north-south orbit and 560 miles
above the Earth. The satellite, which Russian authorities had designated
"Alpha Sputnik," was emitting radio signals.



The news flashed around the world with incredible speed. The United

Press and the Associated Press picked up the story immediately, as did " ,-,•

Radio Montreal, Radio London, Radio Switzerland, and so on. Everyone was

greatly excited on both sides of the Iron Curtain.

"Nobody paid attention."

Herbert Scoville, Jr., Assistant Director, Scientific Intelligence, Cen

tral Intelligence Agency(who was also no stranger to the UFO mystery) was not

caught off guard by the Communist achievement:

"...his[Scoville's] office predicted Sputnik's launch a year be

fore it occurred and even estimated the political consequences.

'Noboby paid attention,' he said, 'it was a good example of the

right kind of intelligence being ignored.'" (14.)

Actually, Scoville could not take full credit for predicting the con
sequences. Right after World War II the U.S. Array Air Force assigned the

newly created RAND corporation to study the upgrading of the German V-2 so

it could loft an artifical moon into orbit. On May 2, 1946 the RAND organi

zation submitted for approval a 326 page engineering report. The title of

the manuscript read: Preliminary Design of an Experimental World-Circling

Spaceship. Aside from obvious military and scientific gains from such an

effort, the RAND experts predicted:

"...the achievement of a satellite craft by the United States

would inflame the imagination of mankind, and would probably

produce repercussions in the world comparable to the explosion

of the atomic bomb." (15.)

RAND, as it turned out, was right on the mark.

Sputnik did two things for the UFO community : 1.) The idea of space

travel gained instant and profound respect. In the wake of that people

were soon asking themselves: "If we can go out there, perhaps the possiblity

of aliens coming here is not so improblable?" 2.) Policy makers in the

government and military suffered from considerable criticism. The great

prestige enjoyed by the American establishment since the victory over the

Axis was hit hard. Maybe authorities didn't always know best. Perhaps,

to take a clue from Scoville's remarks, the evidence for UFOs was another
"example of Intelligence being ignored."

The Russians had carefully planned for the maximum propaganda impact of
the space extravaganza. Sputnik was a silver ball that was given a high

polish to reflect sunlight, and a simple radio signal was emitted that

beeped on a frequency easily detected by ham operators the world over.
After the launch the Kremlin's formidable print and electronic media

spared no effort to extol the robustness of the Marxist-Lenninist scientific
regimen. Americans were filled with dismay. They felt the supremacy of the

country's technology and managerial efficiency had been called into question.

UFO buff Nobert Gariety devoted a good part of his UFO bulletin to the

"first" in man's conquest of space. He collected clippings over the next two

weeks to illustrate the confusion in high places:

-The Secretary of Defense, Neil McElroy, expressed amazement at



the delays and complacent scheduling of America's own satellite

progTam. (16.)

-The author of the famous best seller, God Ij^ My Co-Pilot, Brig.

General Robert Scott, became infuriated when a Navy spokesman

dismissed Sputnik as just a "hunk of iron." The General roared:

"It's a helluvalot more than a hunk of iron. The world is no

longer controlled by land masses and the seven seas, but by

Sputnik, circling up in its own orbit." (17.)

-Syndicated columnist Ralph McGill said America's prestige was

at its lowest ebb in this generation." (18.)

-The Rev. Billy Graham declared: "The international situation

brought on by the Russian satellite has faced the United States

with a crisis equaled only by the Revolutional War, the Con

stitutional Convention and the Civil War." (19.)

-Even Pope Pious XII felt compelled to comment: "God has no in

tention of setting a limit to the efforts of man to conquer

space. The more we explore into outer space, the nearer we

come to the great idea of one family under the Mother-Father

God." (20.)

NICAP Board member and news commentator Frank Edwards found fault with the

Defense Department by using the Sputnik launch as an example of falsification

in high places, lulling the nation into a false complacency that eventually

led to a terrifying shock to many Americans. He listed a number of high level

statements that later proved to be pure hokum to boost his argument. (21.)

4 October. What's up there?

The most serious result of "Sputnik shock" for the Pentagon was the tur

bulence caused in Congress. Someone on the Hill even called the Russian space

feat a "technological Pearl Harbor." Senator Lyndon Johnson convened Con

gressional Hearings to determine on uhose shoulders to lay the blame. Space

matters were no longer way down on a legislator's agenda.

Sputnik also meant a great increase in skywatchers around the globle. Be

sides official Earth Satellite Observation Committee stations established by

different governments and similar setups manned by various science societies,
the man-in-the-street scanned the skies to catch a glimse of the famous bright

dot streaking through the heavens. At times there were "mis-sightings."

5 October. Wakayama, Japan. (6:05 p.m.)

An official of Hinomizaki Lighthouse, Wakayama, Japan, spotted what he

believed.to be Sputnik at 6:05 p.m. speeding southwest to northeast. The

official, Mr. Iwao Morita, viewed the object with binoculars and said the

thing- had a metallic-like brilliance. Twenty minutes later, Mr. Masashisa

Sato of the Nigata University satellite observation team sighted a speeding

qbject at 6:25 p.m. Calulations showed that if the Wakayama and Nigata

sightings were of the same object, its velocity would be over 1,000 mph

—a speed too fast for a plane and too slow for a meteor.

In any case, Dr. Masashi Miijaji, chief of Japan's satellite observers

and director of the Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, announced that the two
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reports were "mis sjghtings" since Sputnik was not due over Japan until

October 10th. (22.)

No glimmer of hope? Ruppelt and satellites.

As of October 1957 ex-BLUE BOOK chief E.J. Ruppelt still maintained an ap

parent "open-minded" approach to the UFO mystery, as he would for sortie time

afterward, but when he did change, his reason concerned satellites:

"Since I left the Air Force the Age of the Satellite has arrived

and we're in it. Along with this new era came the long range

radars and satellite tracking cameras, and the other instruments

that would have picked up any type of 'spaceship' coming into our
atmosphere.

"None of this instrumentation has ever given any indication of

any type of unknown vehicle entering the earth's atmosphere.
"I checked this with the Department of Defense and I checked .

this through friends associated with tracking projects. In both

cases the results were completely negative.

"There's not even a glimmer of hope for the UFO." (25.)

Ruppelt's claim seems very odd since BLUE BOOK records are filled with

civilian "mis-sightings," a few of which we have already discussed. There

sure seemed to be a lot of strange "traffic" in the atmosphere. Sources

other than Ruppelt confirm the fact. One source is UFO researcher Jacques

Vallee, in fact his experience is what got him started in the UFO business:

"...my first job as an astronomer left me disillusioned. I

was part of a team that was tracking satellites for the French

Space Committee. We found ourselves tracking objects that

were not satellites, and were not anything else recognizable

either. One night we got eleven data points on one of these ob
jects on a magnetic tape and wanted to run the tape through a

computer and compute an orbit and see the thing again. To this

day, I can't tell you that it wasn't some piece of technology
that somebody had. It could have been some very bizarre piece
of human technology, but what intrigued me was that the man in
charge of the project confiscated the tape and erased it.
That's really what got me started, because I suddenly realized
that astronomers saw things that they did not report." (24.)

And then there was the Russians:

"Radar observations of UFOs over the Soviet Union occurred in
the late 1950s, according to an article in the July 14, 1991,

issue of Moscow News. When the first near-earth surveillance
radars became available for tracking satellites, they were also
used to survey space near the earth. The radar developers
found that they could detect man-made satellites and meteors
without difficulty. They also found that they could detect ob
jects that were several hundred meters in size and traveling at
speeds around 20 km./sec.(12,000 m.p.h.) at altitudes around
300 kilometers(190 miles) above the earth.
"They compiled a catalog of these unexpected objects and re

ported to the scientist in charge of the radar development.
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Evidently that scientist (Alexander Mints) was not surprised,

saying that he had heard that Joseph Stalin was once interested

in UFOs and asked a famous rocket scientist, Sergei Korolyov,

to look into the matter." (25.)

A curious exception to Vallee's experience and what was printed in the Mos

cow News, were some remarks attributed to J. Allen Hynek (some remarks which

played a prominent role in Edward Ruppelt's controversial revised book. Look

it up. It makes one wonder). According to Ruppelt's book, Hynek stated:

"I can quite say that we have no record of ever having re

ceived from our MOONWATCH teams any reports of sightings of

unidentified objects which had any characteristic different

from those of an orbiting satellite, a slow meteor, of a

suspected plane mistaken for a satellite." (26.)

Compare the remarks above to what Hynek wrote in his book The Edge of

Reality:

"I certainly know that in the -satellite tracking mission we got

a number of things that appeared on the films that were never

tracked down; they weren't part of the mission! A person who

says that the Baker-Nunn cameras never picked up anything is

just wrong because I know they did. I was in charge of the pro

ject! We just didn't bother about it. It would have been too

much work to investigate some strange lights; it would have di

verted men from the job they were supposed to do; this undoubt

edly is true in the case of radar. Radar do pick up all sort of

cockeyed things, but to the military figures they're not of in

terest to a particular mission, so heck with it!" (27.)

5 October. The Villas-Boas case. The beginning.

Something more significant than Spunik had its beginnings at the Villas-

Boas farm in Brazil the evening of October 5th --if we can believe two young

men. The farm was located in the State of Mmas Gerais near the town of Sao

Francisco de Salles. The Villas family had a 23-year-old son, Antonio, who

worked the land with his brothers and hired help. He \.ould be the main

figure in subsequent events.

The evening of October 5th Antonio and some friends had a party at the

farmhouse. The social gathering did not run late. Everyone left by 10:00

p.m. and Antonio was thinking of retiring for the night. He went to his

room which he shared with his brother Joao. To let in some fresh air, An

tonio went to a window, but before he opened it, he noticed that the corral

in back of the house was all lit up by a strange, fluorescent-like glow which

he said was like a car's headlight suspended in the air and the beam directed

downward. He peered at the dark sky but could not make out the source of the

glow. That was so odd Antonio urged Joao to witness the phenomenon but Joao

,. could care less and told Antonio to go to bed.

* Yielding to his brother, Antonio left the window and climbed into bed but

the young Brazilian couldn't relax. He kept thinking about that darn light

that "shouldn't be there." Throwing off the covers, Antonio jumped up and

returned to the window. Opening the window shutters and peeking out, Antonio

saw that the light was still there. And then, suddenly, the light began to

move, slowly approaching the window Alarmed, Antonio slapped the shutters
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closed waking up his brother Joao. The mystery light came so close it lit up.

the bedroom because of the many tiny gaps in the shutters. By now even Joao •

was concerned. Something mysterious apparently was interested in the two

young men behind the closed window. For some reason the bedroom suddenly .

went dark. Perhaps the source passed over the rooftop, or perhaps the light

was switched off, in any case Antonio and Joao were not harmed by the ex

perience. It would not be the last "visit" by something very strange. (28.)

Sometime in October. hiquelandia, Goias State, Brazil,

There was another incident, somewhat similar to one at the Villas-Boas

farm, worth a mention although v.e don't have an exact date:

"At the Gabiroba farm the owners, Antonio Santinori and Sebastiao

de Oliviera were talking at the door of the house with some friends

when suddenly a beam of light from the air nearly blinded them.

They thought the light was coming from a plane but there was no

noise. One of ..hem attempted to approach the source, a round-shaped

craft, glowing very brightly, which was almost on the ground. As

he did, the lights went out and the object disappeared. The beam

had a green color at the center and a yellow periphery." (29.)

5 October. Perth, Australia.

Looking for Sputnik, they see something else. (See clipping)

5 October. Russia pushes the Communist saucer idea. (See clipping)

7 October. Los Angeles, California, (about 4:15 a.m.)

"Ghost Rocket?"

A man living in Los Angeles who was an amateur astronomer thought it might

be a good idea to use the excuse of "looking for Sputnik" to get his girl

friend to a local lovers lane. After the nightclub closed around 2:30 a.m.

the fellow drove up into the hills overlooking the lights of Los Angeles.

The air was very clear that night. The witness remembers being able to see

Long Beach from his position on Angles Crest Highway. According to the Los

Angeles Times Russia's Sputnik was due over Southern California jt 4:35 a.m.

The witness and his girl were parked and watching the sky by 4:00. It was

the woman that first noticed something:

"...around 4:15 a.m. she looked up and saw a moving light coming

our way. Angles Crest Highway goes up to around 4,000 feet, but

we were around 3,000 feet, on a viewing point off the road. I

checked my watch and was surprised not only of how low it was and

how bright it was and that the L.A. Times could be that far off

in its calculations. She thought it was Sputnik, but I knew it

was impossible. We got out of the car and stood at the ledge of

the point as the light came toward us out of the south over

Pasadena. Its heading was wrong for Sputnik, it was traveling

from south to north probably 360° true. When it came within, as

I could approximate, no more than 4 or 5 miles, we could see its

shape and size. It passed at eye level to us and I can only give

you my estimates as to what we saw. In the Navy I was on 2 CV Es

sex Class carriers, so I judged from 888 feet (the size of the

ships) the height was simple, 3,000 feet, the distance was to
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Many in W.A.

claim they

saw "saucer"
! Dozens of people in Perth and country districts
! last night claimed to have seen the {listening Rus- .
I sJan satellite. !
! Experts said sufficient information had not been ;

released by Russia to calculate just when it would

be seen in Perth. I
; Two \VA University students said last night they ;
saw the Russian satellite from St. George's College.
Michael Broome and David Muschamp said they

i were watching the sky when they saw what appear-

(ed to be a faint star more across the sky.
It was risible for about 30 seconds and kept

moving. They saw the object shortly after dark. j
I The students are members or the St. George's !
College Astronomical Society. They said they were

looking for the satellite.

They will report to the society about It.
Mr. M. A. Bracken, headmaster of the Keller-

berrin State School said: " I wonder If I saw the
Russian satellite today.

"At 12.55 p.m. I looked towards Perth and saw a
strange object high In the sky. I fixed my bino-
Iculars on the object, which looked Bilvery- grey.
I "Then I thought I saw two. The bottom one
'. seemed to be a ball arrangement with something
i attached.
' "At one stage the higher one backed out rapidly
In a westerly direction and then seemed to remain

. stationary. The bottom one gave off a golden re-

flection.
"The object remained In sight only a few sec

onds," he said.
iiniiinniiniiiiiiritiMiiiiiiHiiiiiilHliHiiinnriuiHiiHiiiiitiimiiiiiniiiitiiiiMMiniii
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Russia Reports Flying

A baucer ouccessjully
Moscow, oct 5 an—The

newspaper "Sowetskaya Ros

si>a" said today thai Russia has

successfully test-flown a let-

piopelled "flllnt platfoim' as

a foierunner of veitlcal Jet

fhcht

The newspaper said the new

fthciaft was tested recently nl

Tushino Airport near Moscow

In geneial appearance. It re

sembles the United States

Navy 5 III Ing platform Vile

Russian model, however, has

an mclnted cockpit The

machine has four veitical sup-

poits. similai to table legs, with

four metal gildwork extensions

which apparently nie for sta

bility.

Accoiding to test pilot Yuyua

Garanaev. the pi.itfoim

handles excellently In the an "

Hrrild Tribune -Unlird r,,>,

i<KD.s" smj(.u or sovn.r ti.yi.m: h\uci.ir--

The "/!> itiR plnlfonn" ulml, |ti,.«,a pn.rl.Tililnl \r«lrr-

day hat hrcn siirccufiillv lr>i IWn. In llic nurlillr i< a
Tb-104 jrl »ir liner. 'I hr •krlcli nripinally appeared in
a tuouthly Soviet ncicDtc magazine.

"Russian saucer?" (See clipping to

the left)

Observers of the Cold War pointed

out that it was Russian policy to do

little or no preliminary talk before

an impressive accomplishment. The

announcement of a space satellite,

for example, took the form of a

small item published inconspicuously

in a newspaper of secondary import

ance, the Vechernaya Moskva (Moscow
Newsj.

Could items about Russian saucers

in minor publications be ignored?
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Foothill Blvd about 4 to 5 miles. The speed I can't say for sure

but from the time she picked it up it wasn't far off the horizon

and we watched it till it disappeared, I estimated 10 minutes we

were in a state of shock at what we were seeing to keep an accurate

account. The size was close to a thousand feet maybe 8 or 9 hun

dred feet. The shape was cylindrical and came to a point at the

bow. At the stem was the most curious of all (sic). A glowing

ball above the hull which appeared to have no connecting point. It

pulsated maybe 60 times a minute. It was between light blue and

white. It went to white as it pulsed. It had port lights, round

and large. I didn't count them, but I estimate 15 or more. At

that distance you can hardly see the windows on an airplane but

these were large. We thought we heard a slight humming but we

weren't sure. It sounded to me like a diesel locomotive from a

distance. There was no flames, no engine I could see, no wings, no

visible people, no noise to speak of. I didn't see running lights

-red port -green starboard, which you would expect to see." (30.)

(See drawing by witness)

"What's This?"

Before leaving the mysterious cylinder case taking place on October 7th, it

might be interesting to call attention to a photograph taken by Edwin G. Lead-
ford about midnight at Anaheim, California, a week later. (See newspaper

clipping)

Full Stocks Plus Dow

»pp<-irrd <i*lr .h»[>fd tnd HultrrA oilh • pic

Jones! new Orleans item rINALNEW ORLEANS ITEM
(iuit Turn Th« P»i«)' Friday. Noiembtr 8, 1937
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7 October. Pharr, Texas. (8:30 p.m.)

"Mild sensation in Texas?"

Ufologist Gene Duplantier was sent this one.

"A red UFO in the sky chased by at least fco jet planes caused

a mild sensation m this Texas town[Pharr]. The UFO appeared in

the sky at about 8 30 p.m., coming out of the north and seemed to

be more over San Juan or even over Alamo than over Pharr. By

8:40 it disappeared to the south. By 8:45 long vapor trails

showing the route of at least two jets were visible in the sky.

One Pharr couple said they could see two jets chasing the UFO

which glowed bughtly and was moving ahead of the jets." (31.)

8 October. Delphos, Ohio, (about 6:30 p.m.)

"It wasn't Superman." (See clipping)

8 October. Cocoa, Florida.

"Spies from space7"

Were UFOs snooping on America's space program, or were people suffering

from over active imaginations7 (See clippings)

8 Octobei. Close to Nawaca, Fiji Islands.

A "man" shines beam of light on boat. (See clipping)

8 October. Seattle, Washington.

It was bright daylight and visibility was excellent. A commerical airliner

on its approach to the Seattle-Tacoma airport passed over a local NIKE site

manned by the 573rd AAA unit, the MSL BN Battery-, Fort Ward Two of the Sgts.

on duty saw a pair of strange objects below and to the rear of the passenger

plane. The enlisted men said the objects were circular, flat-white in color,

and appeared to be one-half the size of a penny at arm's length. The objects,

travelling m-line, came out of the northwest and banked away to the south

west, and then after flying a short crossing couise, banked awa\ to the north

west. The U' Os were in view 25-50 seconds

The CO of the NIKE unit, Captain Harold Hawkins, sent a telegraph message

to BLUE BOOK and commented that because of the clear visiblity and unquestioned

reliability of his men. "The probable cause of such a sighting opens itself

only to conjecture." (32 )

8 October. Boston, Massachusetts. (7.00 a.m.)

"Pseudo-Sputnik."

BLUE BOOK clipped the following article from a bulletin issued by CSI

New York. (See article)

9 October Ihe Hull sighting gets publicit).

Old pilot cases, in spite the fact such reports were dated material, none

the less helped the UFO cause. The Hull encounter wa* a good example. (See

cl jppmg)
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Cocoa Explains All

Eerie Lights Dance

But No Saucers Fly

By JOHN MORTON
chief «f O«r Brevftrd Bureau

COCOA—Flying saucer fans took a body blow today

when Air Force explained away weird lights and flying ob
jects spotted over the weekend

In a statement, the missile

test center said:

"Lights obsened on Friday

night and again on Monday

night in the vicinity of Cape

: Canaveral at Patrick Air

Force Base at an altitude of

3 approximately 20,000 feet were

identified as part of the rou-

j'tine instrument tests being

, made by aircraft from the

base."

I The center deUned further
identification of the equip

ment used. - '

One witness on Cocoa Beach

described the strange display

as coming from a "pink or!

red" dewce with two bright

lights.

The flight pattern was er-,

ratic. distinguishing it from

other aircraft in. the flow of

air traffic near the test cm-1
ter.

Saucer' Seenn
Over Florida"
COCOA. FU. (UPJ -T Air Force

officials said today that continuing

reports of an unidentified Dying

object near the Cape Canaveral
guided missile test center ore un
der investigation

The object, a whitish light, ova]

la shape, showed up for the lec-
ond tune Monday night At least

a dozen persons at a nearby roller
skaUng rink reported seeing U.

One of the observers was AJ

Leonard of radio station WKKO.

"I hate to say this, but it sure

looked like what you might call

a flying saucer," he reported i

Leonard estimated the beight of

the object at 5,000 feeL'ife salt}
if changed directions at least twice]
and was visible off and on between
0 and 10 15 p

The radio station received faun-

reds <j( calls from persons who
sighted a similar object last Fri

day njfiht between the hours of
to pm and 12 20 a m

A check with Patrick Air Force

Base at Cocoa Beach Leonard
indicated there was do guided

missile testing underway at the

tune which would account for the

object flitting around overhead.

/Fiery Red7 Object,

Sighted Over &<ifa

Delphos Tuesday
DELPHOS—It wasn't Superman

and chances are it wasn't the Rus

sian's artificial moon, but it was

something that hundreds of Del

phos residents saw about 6 30 p. m.

Tuesday.

Those who saw the mysterious
object flashing across this city just

at dusk said it was 12 inches in

diameter and was a fiery red.

Traveling .westward, the object

gradually faded from view, but

not until half of the town was ex

citedly watching it and wondering

—Could it be? '

Leslie Peltier, local amateur as

tronomer, is sure it couldn't have

been. H it was the satellite it cer

tainly had strayed from the orbit

its'been following Peltier says it

'may have been an airplane paint-
led red, a high-flying balloon or

something similar.

Others who saw It thought it

might be the reflection of the sink-

Ung sun against some object in the

sky—possibly even a cloud.
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; Saucar,
Of Seasickness?

Fiji Kat. nl»» shared in llir
* recent ipato pi .tinnaunl sky

phe»oDioBB according to a

' letter received from Qica
yinlqalau, Provincial Secre
tary of Una Province In' V«-

tsua Levu.

Ho.writes: "At 3 p.m. re

cently 'wo men- ■""* Vyro wo'
men left Naboirwalu for Na-

waei, which it about eight
roile» away, in an oulWurtl

hoat.
"When cloae to Nawncn

they were smaifJ to tee ""

object deicending, apparently

from the iky.

"They described the object

n) being white in colour »nd

circular in ihape.

''One of the men, Paula,
•offjeitcd that thor oufht to

laTeotlgate a> he thought thnt

an aircraft wu in difficulty
and might need aiaittancr.

"Whon tho boat got clo»cr

they found that the object

wa» hoTtrinj about 20 feel

above the »ea.
"*'lt iwemed ttationary bat

appeared to be revolving and

• ■ they drew near thoy i««

what looked to bn the figure

of a man itondtn& outiide

tho object.
MThe 'man' taw the bonl

approaching and thone a

verr bright light on to the
boat and itt occupont. — a

light io powerful that they

wore completely dazzled nnn

felt weak.

''When the boat wni about
five ehoint from the object

the figure disappeared.

"Paula (aid. tbo light •ccm-
ed to come from a dUc about

the tlse of a saucer.

"None of tho occupanU of

tho boat heard nny tound of

an enjino."
An iatarwting paint la (Hat

the Fijiani coccornod m e

middle-aged and live ir. an

isolated aroa far removed
from new* stories, comic

strips etc. on the ' flying
saucer" puzzle.



No Case (Information Only) 8 October 1957

air near Boston

PILOTS SPOT A PSEUDO-SPUTNIK

(Mote: A large percentage of the early "sightings" of the Russian satellite '
were wholly 3purious. For people unaccustomed to looking at the sky, high
flying Jets probably accounted for most of the mistakes; but some reports,
especially those from more experienced observers, were undoubtedly saucer
sightings. The following cafla appears to be a pretty clear-cut example.)

October 8, 1957. Veteran Pan-American pilot Joseph I. Flynn, arriving in a DC-7C
from Paris, reported that he and his co-pilot saw what they at first believed -was
the first Sputnik. The plane passed over Boston at 7 a.m.; about five minutes
later, co-pilot William Box oalled Capt. Flynn's attention to a "bright silver
object" to %he right of tha plane. Their altitude was l!»,000 feet; speed 310 mph;
heading 235" true (southwest). The object, described as brighter and larger than
Venus, appeared to the west of them, about l»0 to the right of the plane, and
moved on a horizontal path toward the south. It seeraed to be about 15° above tho
horizon, and maintained approximately the same elevationas long as it was in view.
At this sane time the sun was rising, behind and to the left of the aircraft.

The object was in view for about five minutes as it moved to a point almost
directly ahead of the plane, before disappearing. Although the witnesses were un
certain about tha manner of diaappearance of the object, it was presumed to have
been lost from view in a layer of thin cirrus clouds. The long duration rules out
any possibility of a meteor. "Sputnik" was also ruled out when they learned that
the satellite passed over Boston just an hour later, at 8:05 a.m. Since the period
or the satellite is 96 minutes, it was nowhere near Hew England at 7:0$ a.m. Both
pilots have expressed skepticism about flying saucers, but they admit that the ob
ject they saw appears to be unidentified, . .

The.observation was mentioned in all K.Y.C. afternoon papers for October 8
and in all morning papers for October 9. Additional details were obtained from Mr.
box. by CSI member and researcher Herman Mitchell; although Mr. Box declined to
mate any statements to the press,,™-are obliged to hijn for permittlngus to'uee '"
tha-information ha gave-us. - - • . - ,rt; \ ..^ ., ■
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6—THE WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9. 1957

•HOTHIHC REMOTELY RELATED'

Mysterious Object Amazes Saucer Skeptic
A veteian airline pilot

who once denounced fly-

Ing saucers as "bunk" has
reported encountering a

mysterious unidentified

flying object near Mobile,

Ala.

Capt W. J Hull of Capital
Airlines described the inci
dent In a report published by
"The UFO Investigator,"
magazine of the unofficial Na
tional Investigations Commit

tee on Aerial Phenomena,

1536 Connecticut av nw.

Capt Hull wrote an article
lor a pilots' magazine in 1953

' titled "The Obituary of the
Flying Saucer." His evpen

ence described in the "Investi

gator" took place Nov. 14,
1956 He did not suggest

what he saw was a 11} ing

saucer.

Capt Hull said he was fly-
Ing a Viscount at about 10,
000 feet near Mobile, at 10 10 I
p m, when he and his co-'
pilot spotted what we
thought was a brilliant

meteor "

He said the "meteor" was
descending rapidly, but In

stead of burning out with the
usual Hash. "It abniptly halt
ed directly in front of us "

"It was an Intense blue-
white light, approximately

seven or eight times as bright
as Venus when this planet Is
at Its brightest magnitude,"

he wrote

He said he thought the ob-
ject might be a Jet fighter,

turning away from the air

liner and giving the pilots a

view of its glowing tailpipe

But he said Instead of grow

ing smaller, the light re
mained In fiont of the Vis

count.

Capt Hull wrote that the
"UFO)) (unidentified flying

object) then began a series

of violent maneuvers, "sharp
er than any known aircraft,
sometn.ies changing direction

90 degrees In an Instant" It

finally zoomed up at an ex

tremely sharp angle and shot

out of sight, he added

He said his own plane was

above the clouds, "preclud
Ing any reflections of search
lights from below."

There's accent on local

sports in The Neu.s sports

pages.

10 October. "No flying saucer fantasy."

When a huge fiery object flashed across the Western U.S. on October 10th

it had some impact on the UFO problem in an unexpected way. No UFOlogist

made "spaceship claims" concerning the incident but that is not the issue.

(See teletype reports of the fireball)

The Air Force fails.

Dr. H.H. Nminger, a meteorite expert that was the director of museum

near Wmslow, Arizona, immediately conducted surveys to determine where

exactly the meteorite came down. He carefully examined news dispatches

that came into the offices of the Denver Post where he happened to be at the

time. He noted the published reactions of aircraft pilots, and accounts of the

Air Force's efforts to recover fragments from the object that fell to earth.

Nminger became agitated with the military after studying the situation and

fired off a letter to Dr. Fred Whipple of the Astrophysical Observatory at

Cambridge, Massachusetts (Cambridge had close ties with the Air Force). In

his letter Dr. Nminger pointed out that the North American Defense Command

at Colorado Springs was so worked up about the fireball that it sent out a

search party > ct, and here we quote
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%■/ (WITH FIREBALL)

/ ' MINNEAPOLIS, MINNMN OCT. 10 —(UP)—A WESTERN AIRLINES PILOT WHO SIGHE
THE FIREBALL WHICH VAS SEEN OVER .SEVERAL WESTERN STATES TODAY SAID

IT WAS "NO SAUCER FANTASY."

FIRST OFFICER BILL SCHULTz OF LOS ANGELES SAID HE IS INCLINED

TO DISCREDIT THE THEORY IT BAY HAVE BEEN A METEORITE, BUT

WOULDN'T DISCREDIT THE POSSIBILITY IT MAY HAVE BEEN PART OF A

. ROCKET. ..!:.' -.
■'/ HOWEVER,'dHpi^AID THE CREW, AFTER DISCUSSING THE SIGHTING
tf^FOR SEVERAL HOURS, "HAVE TO ADMIT THAT IT COULD HAVE BEEN NOTHING
KOTHER THAN A METEORITE."

ONE THING WE KNOW FOR SURE", HE ADDED. -THIS WAS NO FLYING

ACUER FANTSY.T ■

HE SAID THE -RASCAL" WAS SO -REALISTIC IT BECAME A MATTER OF

CONCERN TO US. IT WAS SO IMPRESSIVE WE KEPT OUR EYES ALERTED DURING

■".THE REST OF THE NIGHT" BECASE WE "HAD NO IDEA WHAT WAS BEHIND US".

- -. • THE CREB OF WESTEH(L,flIjLIHr.S-FLXGET^770 , ENJROJJJXJDIPJLLOS .'.
ANGELES TO MINNEAPOLIS? SIGHTED THEOBJTCJAT ABOUT 4:08 A. M.
CHST) AS IT CROSSED THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE IN THE RAWLING WYOA

AREA,

IT .WAS FIRST SEEN AS A "SMALL WHITE LIGHT" BY CAPT. JOSEPH
SEDAY. - . ,

IT THEN LOOMED ACROSS THE HORIZON, DISPLAYING 4BU&F SAID, A "VERY
CONSISTENT FUME PATTERN WHICH WAS BHITE IN COLOR AND AT LEAST
50 FEET IN LENGTH."

, HE SAID IT WAS .FIRST SEEN NEARLY HORIZONTAL TO THE HORIZON, AND

XOT

PSA

V"

'■•i

WHEN IT REACHED THE

WORE RS 138 P

Z TH Z,

2 O'CLOCK POSITION IT BEGAN TO DISINTEGRATE.

HX2.A ' <
. ADD WITH FIREBALL I X X TO DISINTEGRATE. -^

"IT REMINDED ME"^HMK SAID, "OF A WING BEING SHOT OFF AN
AIRCRAFT."

SHULTZ SAID THAT "WITHIN SECONDS" AFTER THEY REPORTED SIGHTING
THE OBJECT,OTHER PLANES ALSO CAME IN WITH CONFIRMATIONS. -

HE SAID THE PILOT OF A NAVY TRANSPORT WAS "SORE THATVA ROCKET OR

MISSILE HAD BEEN FIRED AND ENDANGERED HIS PASSENGERS".
. THE NAVY. PILOT SAID HE HAD TO TAKE EVASIVE ACTION, HE REPORTED
SEEING IT CRASH. - ■ .. :< .
*' SCHULTZ SAID .THE OBJECTWAS IN SIGHT FOR ABOUT A MINUTE. '
HE SAID A "RIDICULOUS" ESTIMATE OF THE SPEED OF THE OBJECT UOULD BE
1,200 TO 1,30. MILES AN HOUR. - ■

~, RS41P ' '



1ST1 GENERAL LEAD FIREBALL
. BY UNITED PRESS

THE NORTH AMERICAN AIR DEFENSE COMMAND AT COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.,,

SAID TODAY IT BELIEVED A HUGE FIREBALL THAT HURTLED ACROSS THE PRE-,
l MEto&

GS,

THE

COMMAND OFFICIALS SAID AN AIR FORCE INVESTIGATING TEAM WOULD BE

FLOWN -IMMEDIATELY" TO THE NORTHEASTERN UTAH SITE WHERE THE OBJECT

APPARENTLY CRASHED SHORTLY AFTER 4 A.M. MST (7 A.M. EDT). - -

THE COMMAND CONFIRMED REPORTS THE MYSTERIOUS F.IXRY OBJECT NARROWLY

SIDESWIPED A NAVY PLANE IN AN AREA NEAR THE COLORADO-UTAH BORDER, BUT

SAID IT COULD NOT IDENTIFY THE PILOT OR WHERE THE PLANE WAS BASED.

■ IT GAVE THE PLANE'S NUMBER AS "NAVY 1637.• . - " .. . i
-- COMMAND OFFICIALS JOINED SEVERAL EASTERN SCIENTISTS IN RULING i

V.OUT THE POSSIBILITY THE FIREBALL WAS PART OF THE RUSSIAN SATELLITE ,-;

''^LAUNCHING ROCKET. OTHER MILITARY SPOKESMEN IN THIS AREA •- . • • -t
■ nr.trnTTTJ THE-PQSqiBTl.TTV IT WAS A _R1IN-AWAY MISSILE. ' " '

-'4 ^ttiYsXs A PERIQD_OFHEAVY METE0R~7iCTjVij¥Tr SAID ONE AIR FORCE !
•^OFFICIALAT THE AIR DEFENSE COMMAND. sT~5j0WERKNp»N ASJ^LACQfiLMIPJ'

' (,VAS DUE 0CTi'5CLAST NIGHT)-"WITH OTHERS DUE ON TBTTJmniNb 23RD OF
'.OCTOBER." -"''":, - .''■ ■ ' • ■ ."-■*'-. ■-" '"••-'. --■'..

m. ■■ A WESTERN AIR LINES PUOT, CAPTAIN JOE SEDAY OF LOS ANGELES, SAID

-. r>\ , HE SAW THE OBJECT WHILE FLYING OVER SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING. HE SAID A „ ,

1-/- FEW MOMENTS LATER HE TALKED AIR-TO-AIR BY RADIO WITH THE PILOT OF -7*" '
UNIDENTIFIED NAVY PLANE, WKICH HAD THE REPORTED NEAR-COLLISION WITH^

.THE OBJECT. . ' • ■ _ ' i ' .'
■■ -WE WON'T HAVE ANY DEFINITE INFORMATION ON THE WHOLE THING UNTIL r-'p'<7
AN AIR FORCE TEAM GETS IN THERE TO SEARCH THE-AREA ON THE GROUND,- ^ r?
THE COMMAND'S PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICE SAID. "I HAVE BEEN TOLD TOc/5^ r
ANNOUNCE THAT A FULL-SCALE INVESTIGATION IS BEING MADE.- " - Oo>

THE COMMAND SAID JT HAD A LIST "A MILE LONG- OF PEOPLE WHO HAD /J' r
SPOTTED THE OBJECT. SOME DESCRIBED IT AS A BRICHT RED FIREBALL. r-> ■

OTHERS SAID IT LOOKED LIKE A -WHITE MOON" WITH A BLUE FLAME TAIL. ■ ,'}7
.-TOE-OBJECT—IS-VVEB- — ~ ..•-.■
THE OBJECT IS BELIEVED TO HAVE CRASHED EAST OF VERNAL, UTAH, NEAR C%<*-'

THE COLORADO BORDER. . . ;< \\ ; ■ {
■ (PICKUP <STH PCH: . THE OBJECT WAS SEEN ETC) ' ... ■ £;?.' .V '

., CORBECTIONr IN 1ST PGH. ABV READ IT MX OF SIX WESTERN STATES V .'.
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". . .m> sur\'ey has revealed that the meteor had disintegrated at

a point more than 150 miles from where they [the Air Force team]

searched, yet two Keeks after this event the Colonel and his

staff were in a state of complete confusion and reached the con

clusion tnat nothing more could be done concerning the location

or nature of that object." (33.)

Nininger charged the Air Force with ineptitude in its handling of fireball

tracking (Which is close to saying the An Force was not up to the job of

handling UFO reports). Nininger.

"From now on, it appears to me that unless there is set up a

processing office where all such reports will be entered, we aie

in danger of two international catastrophes. 1.) A missile as a

trial shot could arrive and the military would be unaware of it

until its landing could be used by the enemy to correct their

aim and literally blanket our country with atomic destruction, or

2.) A meteorite could be mistaken for a missile and our retaliatory

mechanism be set in motion initiating a war of complete destruction.

"There is no question about the lack of preparation in pilots to

deal with this situation. 1 have found it almost universal. One

of the chief duties of this proposed processing office would be the

proper instruction of pilots, military personnel, and forest ser

vice personnel. Our fire lookouts and control towers are of utmost

importance in handling the problems, providing they know what to do

"1 hope you will find some means of coriecting this 'extremely dan
gerous situation.1" (3-1.)

The warning from Nininger would eventually reach Capt. Gregory of BLUE

BOOK who was asked for advice(as if Air Foice Intelligence knew what it was

doing). Major General lewis, in a letter to General Partridge, acknowledged

the concerns of Nininger and implied that BLUE BOOK'S "ten years of experi

ence with the UFO program" could provide some guidance in the matter. (See

lettei) It was BLUE BOOK advisor J. Allen Hynek th'U alerted BLUE BOOK

chief Capt. Gregory to the Nininger lettei. Capt. Gregory admitted the pio-

blem as outlined b> Nininger "is recognized" but the suggested solution put

forth b) the BLUE BOOK chief was pretty lame. Gregory nixed any proposed

processing center and asserted that a new UFO regulation was all that was
needed. (35.) (See letter)

10 October. Near keiiimerer, Wyoming. (Morning)

"Rounded nose and fins flaring out."

The news story said.

"M.L. Simpson and three other members of a drilling crew woiking

the night shift on a rig on the Great Lakes, near Kemmerer,
Wyoming, reported that they had seen a flying object spouting red

and blue flanes, heading south at about 500 feet"ficm the ground.

The> watched the object for three minutes before it disappeared.
Simpson described it as a whale-like thing with a rounded nose

and fins flaring out from it, and a broad tail The flames were

shooting out from the rear On the same morning, a sjinil.it object
was reported fiom Utfih." (36.)



General Earle £. Partridge

Commander-in-Chief

North Amencin Air Defense Command

Ent Air Force Daae, Colorado

Dear General Partridge:

I am taking the liberty of informally bringing to your attention

a matter which Is regarded with some concorn by my ataif. I refer

to the grave consequences that can result from pilots, radar units

and other military observers mistaking natural aerial phenomena such

as fireballs, bolidea, or other meteorites for hostile devices. This

concern is shared by aclentiats participating in the International

Geophysic.il Yr.ir, ai w-sll aa othera in thf field of meteorics.

In pervod-j ->l tcnao international relations or impending

hostilities, mistake i* uf thi3 nature could conceivably set our

retaliatory forces into motion prematurely.

Our tea years experience with the UFO Program has

demonatrated tha; trvmng, flight experience and education or

Btatua in life do not necessarily preclude ouch mistakes and the

growing concern with aateUite, guidod missiles and so-cailed

flying 5aucors has h-Myhtened speculation and anxiety on the part

of many.

During the last twelve months, a largo number of meteorites

was reported throughout the country. One large brilliant fireball

.was observed simultaneoualy by numerous pilots and ground

observers in six Western states, laat October. The unfortunate

aspect of the Incident was the disclosure that a number of pilots

were of the opinion that the object was a missile.

lit:.. f-'^iftiTws.'aK'riLi aitjjti ■, - -
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Letter to General Partridgo

All this Is submitted in the interest of the nation's defense

system and for whatever action you may consider necessary.

Sincerely,

M1LLARD LEWIS

Major General, USAF

Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence

' 1



S to the attention or the

earth -- a.

a

GEOBOKWT. GHEGOKI.

Captain, USAF

if
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10 October. Near Ceres, Brazil. (about 8:00 p.m.)

"My God, that ball is going to hit the truck!"

Toward the end of October, the Secretary of Interior for the State of Coias

received a report filed by Gabriel Barbosa de Andiade who handled legal mat
ters in the Ceres area. There was a problem with two local men of such an

unusual nature it was not clear which authority should investigate.

It seems a couple of men hauling inechandise to the town of Ceres by truck
had a fantastic expenence(if they could be believed). The men, 35-year-old

Miguel Fernandez and his friend Guido, said that at about 6.00 p.m., as they

were driving through a place known to the locals as "Quebra Coco," a brilliant
violet-colored light came into view down the road. At first the light was dis

missed as routine traffic, but as Fernandez and Guido drew nearer, the two

men found that the light was really coming from a huge body suspended in the

air over the highway. The truck passed under the object without causing any
reaction, but before Fernandez and Guido could get away, the UFO suddenly flew

to a point in front of the truck and then turned back to approach the Brazil

ians headon. The maneuver rattled Guido: "My God, that ball is going to hit

the truck!" (37.) Guido lost control, the vehicle swerving off the"pavement.
At the same time the truck's electrical system cut out. The men now had two

choices. The> could run for it, or they could stay where they were and see

what would happen next. Fernandez and Guido stayed in the truck and kept their
eyes on the UFO which was now stationary and in full view.

Without warning a door opened on the side of the UFO and in the doorway
were seven huntan-like creatures with long hair. The"people" were small in
size even b> Latin American standards. There was a glowing red patch of some
sort on their chests but any other feature was difficult to see due the
darkness. The Ui'O was no longer giving off light and the only thing that was
recognizable was a kind of red antenna on the craft. The mysterious UFO crew
stared at the two Brazilians.

"Fernandez said that all the while the men were looking at

hun and Guido he felt as though he was in a trance, and had a
strange feeling that the) were talking to him and saying that
they had come on a peaceful mission, although he hcird no
sounds." (58.)

After several minutes the door on the UFO shut and the ciaft rose to about
1,500 feet. The truck's headlights and engine returned to normal operating
condition with the departure which indicates a connection between the pre
sence of the object and the failure of the circuits.

The Fernandez and Guido story might well be something they dreamed up but
when Dr. Fontes interviewed the men in February 195S he felt they were tell
ing the truth. The same goes for the hotel proprietor who first encountered
the pair after their experience, as did Judge de Andrade who questioned the
two men in order to file an official report. Both Fernandez and Guido con
firmed details related b> the other, and both men became emotional when re
calling the event.

Allowing for the possibility the two Brazilians were trying to be a kind
of Latin George Adamski, its curious the following was added to the yarn.
According to Fernandez and Guido, iust before they were able to drive away
another door opened in the UFO and a small flying disc exitcJ, moving off in
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the dnection the parent object had approached. (59.)

11 October. Roulon, France. (2000 hours)

A short item from Peter Rogerson's 1NIDXT: 'Two people m a cai saw 'a dark
transparent ball' 50 cm diam., trailing appendages, rise from the side of the

load." (40.)

11 October. \ kusbian 'Saucer?" Trying to scare \merica.

"let another "red disc" rumor:

"The weekly magazine Aux Ecouts predicted toda> that in several

weeks Russia will announce she has been building flying saucers

for the past four years

"The paper said a Professor Sonstein directs the fl)ing saucer

research test center near Moscow and is assisted by German

scientists who perfected the V-l and V-2 rockets of World War

II.
"Sonstein recently described in a Soviet science magazine what

he called a practical version of a flying saucer." (41.)

It was an opportune tune to float such rumors since the piestige of Russian

bcience had zoomed.

12 October. Off shore Marthas Vineyard. (5:20 p.in )

Weird thing swoops out of the sky. (See Naval Intelligence report. Note

that 9 copies were sent to the CIA) (42.)

12 October. Philadelphia, Pennsyvama.

Something scooped over Philadelphia's airport the same da; . (See BIUT

BOOK file card) (43.)

There are man) cases like the Philadelphia one in BIUE BOOK files There

is just the file card with no follow up investigation

13 October. Lancaster, Pennsyvama.

"Huge balls of orange."

Here is another Pennsyvama report.

"UFOs were again xeported over Lancaster, Pa. Three residents saw

objects that looked like huge balls of orange-colored fire moving

at great speeds and far out in space. They remained in sight for

90 seconds. George C. Jacobs, 351 E. Chestnut Street, \.atched them

around 7:20 p.m. through seven-power binoculars.

"'I had just stepped from the house on my way to church,' said

Jacobs, 'when I saw the orange colored ball of fire moving from

north to south. Soon it was joined by a similar object moving from

east to northwest. The lights did not blink and were clearly out

lined against the sky.'" (44.)

13 October. Near Corry, Pennsylvania.

Another Pennsylvania report. Reddish object lands?

According to Gene Duplantiers' UFO bulletin:
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INFORMATION REPORT
OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

F»OM District Intelligence
i ' Various JAN 2

SERIAL NO

A3-57

14 November 1957
EVALUATION T~RCOU£St"no

B-3 I

siuhtihu o.»

THIa IK CONCEKJIS IEbCRIKTIVE a>Tj, REC.itULNG UFO LIGHTED IN SOUTH E/UTEhM MASilACFUo?TT3
*RE* ON 12 OCT 57.

Bid: (1) Copy of DI0-6MD Specdletter s»r 01699 32E-6: Subject: sighting of.unidentified
object 12 Oct 57, Ilartha's Vineyard

1. Ehclosure (1) was recoived by this ofiice on 16 October 1957. It's contents were
promptly diasecinated to local «ir force Oil representatives,

2. In an attempt to confirm the report of SUBJECT 3ip,hUng, hr. 41onaMMM^ AtfHMMVt

t««ii(MMMW*?* Itooda Holo Oc'inogruphic Institute, Woods Hole, l-fass., ond owner of the
vessel noted in oneloaum (L) wo3 interviewed. JMMM^gave the following acount of S'JaJEiH
sighting: He. together with fqur_atiuixs (noted in enclosure (1)) viere fishing in a vessel
loccted about two mEToU-tinrtfTof fhrthas Vineyard ut about 1525 local tine on 12 Cctooer
1957, when a strange ouj.-ct, upherical or oval in shape uitli email protruding antenni was
observed, seemingly diving directly towards the vessel. The object leveled off and headed
in a southwesterly direction, directly j,ntc th/- uind, et a tremendous rate of nppod. He

■tnd others in the vessel had opportunity to view this object through binoculars as it vaa
in view for awroxim.-itqly two minutes. The object, so viewed, appeared to have the shupe
end surface contour of a inllk-woed pod, trcnslucent in color, anj'about three feet in
length (he noted that thin figure could very easily be completely wrong since he had no
idea of the distance of the object from the vessel). The object was emitting no vaoor '
trail.

3. 4|WBPadvised that be is a former Air force Ihjor, who vao ot one tiine a member of
General IfecArthur'a staff, GH^, Southwest raciflc; that tJ^MW—BMP (the source of th

I j_ irComljTf!!. {IT j BuOoc
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IliTK
' UiS'.rlct

Oi.leer, UlVl

It-CPOlI NO I D» If

/.3_57 1/, Novcnoer 1957

; ' inforti-Uon in enclosure (1)) is a form-r jet pilot ulU. conoldur-.»lc ounrlenco in ide:itifying
a-=Ucn(;e objects, and uho !.t one tUne hud te:n st-tioned ot the rcntt-Ron with the \lar Fl-.nni.ig

Di^islon7 tmd that tuo ottmrs in the E™up had be-n t-Uned "observer"" In the anned services.

VEETr? i\2i tlmr tdvised t'vt hc a.-id lus coc^anrors felt \.y-t this ot;?c-. -■a: dei'iniV;] y a

i ' coitrslieJ vehicle. JMH* s'-jted Uu-t lie n^.d m^de report of this signUng 10 authorities at

1 Otis Air loice Base, Falmouth, Mi3s. jt 2000 on 12 October 1957.

/,. Kr. George D. MA.V, chief, Technical Infomi-Uon and Intelligence 01.ice, ^iuiijj** l^br
itesearch Center, Hanscom Field, Bedford, Ibss., stated that although reports of utl'V.F.O.'s
sighted In tho Heu Siyland arsa should be directed to his office, no such report w.: reC".iv«d
from Otic "J.r Force Base concerning oUUJEOT sighting, nor uere any such reports reoei

cernng similar sightings on 12 October 1957,

5. Recordo of the Operations Olfice, H^t>, y\ionset foint, H.I. rellect that no aircraTt from

that station were in the ltirthaa Vineyerd areu at the tiioo of MJBJjvJT sighting.

6. Kecovda of the Operations Olflce, HAS, South Ueyuiouth, Itiss. rrllect that between the hours)

of 1500 - 1700 (local time) 1?. October 1957 approximately M, pluin.t, piloted by Keser^ists uore

in operation; opproxirautely 20 of these aircraft uere jets. The {^wrjtlona oftlcer edvised that
no rpcord of the areas in which these planes had operated uere kept, and that since no restrictior
ere placed on the areas in which these planes may operate any of t)tcor craft micht have been in
the Marthas Vineyard area at the time of alfej3CT sighting. He odvlsct\ that maximum height at
vhich any of these planes would have ope: cted is 25,000 feet. Ik further indicated that none

of these planes would have been involved in any special operations BUth as air-to-eir gunnery

, exercises, and that no lighter-than-alr croft based at thct st tlrai wsre in thi> air on 12 October

1957.

7. Id-. John C. EUNBnR, engineerinc pilot, Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnolorj- Instrumentation

Lnbor.-itory, Flight Facility, Concord, Hiss., advised that u dlve-bomulntf test conducted by that

facility was underway at the Umo of SUBJECV sightlne in on area approxiwi-teljr 35 miles to the
northeast of Ifcrthas Vineyard. EUHBAR stated tlu-t he, himselT, piloted the F-94 involved in
this test, but indicated that on no occasion had he cone closer to Marthas Vineyard than to pass

twenty miles to the north of it. He noted that the 3poed of his F-94 would approach 500 oph

during a dive,' and that each dive would last from 10 to 15 seconds. He further noted that since

the plane used in the test uas silver in color it could very easily have been reflecting sunlight

to any observer to the west at that time of day.

8. Records of the Aerology Oflice, NAS, South Heymouth, Hiss, reflect the following surface

weather conditions for 12 October 1957: skies clear, visibility 15 miles or greater ell day;
surface winds of ID kt3. from west northwest, with maximum gusts of 28 lets.;, temperature -

minimum 37 degrees, maximum 59 degrees, average 47.6 degrees; relative humidity at 1300 51 per

cent, at 1900 38 per cent. Records further reflect cle-r skies at 20,000 ft. with average

35 kt. winds from 310 degreesj temperature - 2 degrees, Good flying conditions prevailed

throughout the entire ZU hour period.

- 2 -
CONFIDENTIAL



PROJECT 10O73 RECORD CARD

I. DATE

12 October 1957 *oi Bolloor,

Prokokl, Bolloo
Po..lUy

Philadelphia Airport

□ Wo. A.rcrofl
O Probably Airerafl
nXPoi.lUr Airmail

Astronomical
ProboblT Astronomical
Postibly Astronomical

«. NUMBER OP OBJECTS

10. BBItF SUMMARY Or SICHTIHO

Small very brilliant object dived
vertically from very high altitude
levelled off & dlsappoared south.
Speed estimated to be very t;ro:it*
m relation to jet in area.

Verylimited information but
possible jet a/c over crowded
city & near large airport. No
radar or other reports of any
thing unusual in area.
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"An auto carr> ing five Harboicreek men was passed overhead at 8 30

p.m. by a reddish"object that landed in a field about 50 feet from
the road, according to Harborcreek Township Supervisor Frank Szklen-

ski, one of the men in the car. 'It was a small object, and seemed
to be travelling from northeast to southwest,' Szklenski said. 'It

was real, all five of us saw it!' Officials icturned to the area

the following da> but found nothing." (-15.)

13 Octobei Long Island City, New lork. (Shortl) aftei midnight)

"Space 'Catei-pillai ' Lays Egg." (See report cut from an issue of a CSI New

York UFO bulletin. The object may have been a deflated Skyhook balloon) (46.)

14 Octobei San Bernardino, California.

"Gad zukes1" The moon turns into a cup and flies around(accoiding to the Air

Force). (See BLUE BOOK file card) (47.)

14 Octobei San Diego, California (7 00 p m.)

"'Ihe presence of something unauthorized."

An Traffic controller Airman Vvre Ewing was on duty at 7.00 p.m. Octobei 14th

at the Naval Air Station, North Island, San Diego.
At a bearing of 210 degrees from the tower a bright, round-shaped, unite light

appeared in the sk>. At arm's length it appeared to be the size of a dime. The
light seemed to be'300 feet above Point Loma. For two minutes the light/object?
remained stationary, aftenvhich it got smaller and smaller The change jn size

gave the impression the thing v<as shrinking or mo\ing aua> . In any case, the U1O

faded away.

A couple of minutes later Airman Ewing noticed a similar strange light,
brighter this time, and lower and more to the north. Like the other light, it
remained visible for only tuo minutes before fading av.a> .

After a pause, a third light in the sky made an appearance This time the UFO
even more to the noith and even lower than before.

Using binoculais Airman Ewing could see that the light seened to be a glowing

body with a halo around the upper portion with a bluish-colored tint on one side.

Concerned about the possible presence of unauthorized air traffic in the vicimtv

of the airfield, Airman Ewmg radioed a request to the strange "aircraft" to

identify itself. There was no answer after repeated attempts.

On the runwj) was a Navy plane waiting for take-off clearance. At the con

trols was It. Allen Ries. Also aboard the aircraft were three crewmen who ob

served subsequent events.

Airman Lwmg asked Lt. Ries to investigate the puzzling light in the sky

Lt. Ries agreed and proceeded in the direction of Point Loma after lifting off
from the runway. The light was clearly visible to Lt. Ries before he left the

ground so he had no trouble guiding his plane toward the UFO. As Lt. Ries
neared the U1O, things got interesting. In his written report he tells what

happened. (See Air Force document. Certain words were circled by BIUE BOOK

evaluators during their analysis of the case). (48.)

The fact that the UFO did not show up on radar does not disqualify the re

port from consideration. This has occurred so many times UFO researchers

suspect UIOs can defeat mdai.

15 Octobei Geoige lodt's opinion.
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No Case (Information Only) 13 October 1957

Long Island City, New York

SPACE "CATERPILLAR" .LAIS EGG - . • .. • ' _. 'g

October 13. 1957; Shortly after midnight on this clear Sunday morning, Mrs. Sophie
Rashkoft and Ur. Armand du Puy, in Long Island City, noticed a very large white
light in the west-northwest, about 25° above the horizon. It was certainly no
heavenly body, for it was horizontally elongated, in length about the diameter
of the noon, and resembled a "caterpillar", with a dark dot on each "segment.".
This "caterpillar" waa shrinking and stretching, contracting and expanding, and

dancing about the sky In a small area. Its color constantly fluctuated between

-. white, blue, green, and yellow, with flashes of red, but blue and green were the

predominant colors. Kor a period of five minutes there was an appearance of

yellow rays emanating from the left-hand end of- the object. At one time, the ob

ject was seen to "shake itself", and then a red ball of considerable size—"about

the size of a red stop light"—dropped out of its botton, trailing "reddish-gray

mist". This red object wont dark as it fell, and disappeared. Altogether the

"caterpillar" was watched for half an hour, and was still performing in the same

spot whan the witnesses stopped watching it. (Source: personal conversation with

Mrs. Rashkoff, the mother of CSI member Eenjanin Rashkoff.)

Comment: The blue-white star Vega, second only to Slrius in brilliance, was

in the position indicated, and both the dancing notions and the prismatic colors

are reminiscent of a twinkling star. But it seems inconceivable that the rest of

,.,the description could possibly be applied to a star by anyone; so this extraordi-

.W^'nary observation.'Is evidently an authentic one. ".="~,~"i\fl'*v/r'!'-5r*J!



PROJECT 10073 RECORD CARD

3. DATt-TIMe CROUP

L.c.1

JL31

15/0710Z

i. PHOTOS

D Y..

vOHo

7. LENGTH OP OBltRVATION

2. LOCATION

fjpn nornnrriinn.
4. TYPE OP OBSERVATION

□ AI-VI»u»l

O Crouna'Rodof

□ Alfl»f»'e*pt Rada<

a. SOURCE

Civilian

S. NUMBER OP OBJECTS 1 COURSE

ESE

Q Wo. Bslloon

Q Probably Balloon
O Po..iUr Bolloon

Wo« Al>e
O Prokoblr Alr.,.11
O Pomtlbly Alfcrall

Wa» A«ro»nor«icol

D ProboWy Astrwnomleot
D Pomtibly Astronomical

axoih«t
a ln*ulllcl«nt Data

D UnWnown

10. BRIEF SUMMARY OP SICHTIHO

Object shape of cup upsido down,

size of a quarter, silvery and gold.

Moved East and out of sito in clouds.

Came down from clouds h moved back

up into clouds.

II. COMMENTS

Area was overcast. Moon full on
this date &. in about same posi

tion as object sighted. It is

believed bro.Tk m clouds let moon

show through momentarily.
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i-v,° u r ,r 1 gh^^wfjg t i p_we ^s_e_jjuup i t (_u n a e r £o t ng? a
pcele oV. a w n y :Tro nTT?^ "a n d to the(west.\ I ~n"b"t_eji _rj> 1 a 11 y s^

ra oTTo ip'B e t wee n t t^a n d_ t )t8~~1Tq Ki s of San Diego. As ourdanqe)
d C b egj p toj lterna tely vary sl n cl'd itTTT

. ._

(~a b r e a sj.' o f j.lx
jlrapld'accelera
" TT p'B t
(ope_ned the'U4_flJl t-begjp^ tojlternately varysln ^cqlor'and intensity^

The '^extremejj wereibrlgJu^retT) and a^blTe whlTfr. with no regular
0 period o"f~Thange from one to the other.

A "I_t>4r.ned_jiBst and assumed a heading of

aheadj Ib
30 mag; with i _

J^nabout four^orf1ve_minutes (warm-up timeT <Tu~r
radar op era tor ^epofjed. a ^target (dead a'h e a~d? a t (Te'v'e h~t'e*e n~riTTei? and
^bove us". The weather was clear atreaaTnd above7 with a dlscern-

ie Ffbrlzon and low clouds 30 miles west. The stars were bright
and clear but small and dim compared_wlth the light we were

following. During the chase there jvas^always evident a^relatlvai
([jnotlon between this ojjjqct- and the backgrounded ,s tar s. "" "

"From Point Loma on out the ob'jec.t climbed steadily and \)

Cf oLL&we.d -in a gradual aacent, a t "TJ"6'It n 01 s IAS-' closing i rregTlar ly.
At 4500 feet the object leveled^ of f ".ff nTi 1 es ahead ._ and .then
iaVT f t e d jri g h t 10 d^QYens'TiPab'ou t fl'v'e sec"onds~ {I turnei right
"Eo^2/lO magi ."Tevelo'l off aifd'.Tncjrea sed' speed\Tb"l6XT"knot s; The
(jrange' closed to JO nllos and"Vt'a~b 1 1 i zed . A f ter'fo 1 I owing for
about three minutes ut 10 miles I decreased speed to 120 knots
but observed no range rate on radar. I then advanced speed to
1G0 knots IAS anil 511-11 observed no range rate.

antime vdrlf ted 20 degrees to thejeft.j

an 10 s'econds, and then closed range to

of the radar antenna (7.5 seconds) the

t 0 ml 1 os_and._lte beyan another gradual

about/40 miles; from Point Loma the object

after ^(Tl s appeared^ visually and on_radar.

f eJ-PPa"■g^-^? s U&< 1lfi-llu-t-:1T^T on (radajj \
Ftditrir to" sector'scan and searched con-

.."The object in tho mo

i (J20 mag.) in no more t h

f8 »iles in one rotation
Trange stabilized aguln a

c Unb. At(J000"feet and

(^leveled off~~a'nd'~c^3h~o~'rt 1 j'
-JFTTTeen second? T3Ter~ 11
fltlibugh the'o'perator sw
•tlnuously.

Qvisual^contact w a CffialpliijlAd-1 t o a distance of s5o'jaje>>'fcom
Ponrr L o m a _ot which time the obj ect (_f£d_ed; f rom si glit*"bear'l ng C230~^

(na^, (50mlleJ;from Point Loma. I had tr'ied unsuccessfully oiTTFio
way outTo~contact the tower and at 50 miles with contact lost

decided to break off and return to hnsp so as to not ponotr.ito tho

"Aftor landing I spoke by phono with the tower operator. Ills
comments aro botter nude in a separate statement, but he nn.rced
the object he suw and sent me aftei wns sonethlng other than a
conicntlonal aircraft."
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"Awakening On The Croat ait-There " (See column}

15 October. Bernardsville, New Jersey, (about 6 '15 p.m.]

"As large as two fused headlights." (See article cut from CSI New Yoik UFO

bulletin found in Air Force BLUE BOOK files) (49.)

15 October. Covington, Indiana (midday)

"Motor-stalled."

An Amencan fannci has his problems.

"Mrs. Robeit Moudy said that around midday on October 15, nearly

three weeks earlier [this report was filed with authorities on

November 5th], her husband, a 42-year-old farmei, had sighted a

flat, 'dish-shaped' object hovering 1500 feet ovei his farm at
nearby Foster (on the Illinois border). An estimated 20 feet in

diameter, it was described as a 'glowing, silver flying object'

with a 'red flame shooting out of the middle of it ' Moudy was
driving a combine in his bean field whe he noticed the object.

'It gave off a pieicmg, sciearning noise like a screeching tire
and then suddenly shot off into space at a 22-degiee angle until

it disappeared high in the sky in a few seconds.1 The motor of
the combine had inexplicably stopped as the object hovered over

head; and Moudy said that two cars were stalled at the same time

on a nearby road. Moudy reported the incident to local civilian

defense officials (this was before his wife's statements to the

newspapers)." (5U.)

16 October. Holloman Test Range, New Mexico. (1 30 p.m )

"Not a lenticular cloud?" (See case data taken from the APRO bulletin)

16 October. Mentone, Australia.

Air Marshal watches fast "purposeful" UFO.

Sir George Jones, wartune(WWII) Chief of Air Staff, and a pilot with 5,000

flying hours, watched something mysterious zip by at a speed of a sabre jet.

His wife, Lady Jones, spotted it first and called her husband's attention to

it. "It was like nothing else that I have seen or that I have heard about

—nothing that I could explain." (51.)

Passing south to north at about 1,000-1,200 feet in altitude, the UFO i as

a shadowy shape with a brilliant light on its underside. The high speed

(400 mph or more), and the "purposeful way" the thing moved through the air

in absolute silence, convinced the Air Marshal he was observing a "flying

saucer," a possibility he had treated rather skeptically up to then. (52.)

16 October. Fiji Islands. (Betwen 8 45 and 9 00 p.m.)

(See FjJi Tunes newsclippmg)

16 October. Villas-Boas farm, Brazil. (1 00 a.m.)

"Sex contact case "

(See letter to CSl's Alexander Mebane from Brazil's Dr. Fontes)
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, TUESDAY, OCT. 15, 1957

(5EQRGE TODT'S

OPINION

[Awakening On The Great Out-There
-i but t bale. Ignore mind
>t mounts co higher than ■ bird
can fly" ^

^EUKESPEARE-Htnry V A,

What are some of the Implies
«i o( Sputnik*
Tbcy art already too oumerot.

to list ^ iodi to startling ax
dejy the most rational thinking
our parts.

Since we are so close to space
travel ourselves, isn t It time
begin to reorganize our think
In certain areas?
For Instance, what about life on

other plaoets, other worlds*
Perhaps we will have a chano

10 find out for ourselves, at firs I
band, within the next decade —
tfw Russians are even talking
about next year' What if Man Is
•Me to explore space and finds
Intelligent life in hii interplane
tary travels* Would that be too
astonishing*

Why should ft be' Consider th
earth as a precedent in ou
thoughts at this point What doe!
our own environment and develop
ment teach us*

Why, quite simply this Intelli
gent life has developed on this
one celestial body we know very
much about to a point where the
science of astronautics Is about to
become a reality. If it has hap.
pened here on the lon« locauon w
may have been able to experienc
in a physicaT c a p a c i t y—wh>
tnoukj it be deemed an impossi-
bility to occur elsewhere in thi
universe*

So tar the batting average a
intelligent life on plaoets Is pretty
good. We know a great deal of one

*•.••• uie u muna mciT we also

know there are efght other planets
in our own solar (ystem.

-There are actually bilbons o!
other worlds located throughout
our known universe Now think
ing in terms of the law of averages
-who would be to reckless with
chuicet to deny thit the laws of
possibility must cry out with the

■ assumption that what has hap
pened htrt on eirth most likely

* must have occurred elsewhere
• too*

As a matter of sober 'fact. It
would item almost Incredible to
assume that the We force has
manifested itielf here alone— of
Ul places in the universe! Whv
iboukl this be? Are w« so con-^
ccited, arrogant and proud that
we ean-enh/ Imaging earthly Man

u being the center of Godi en
tire universe*.

The chances are that this as
sumption will later prov« to be a
vast mistake, And It may already
be later than we think.

For there b presently t. vwt
amount of competent data on rec
ord which Indicates that the earth
may have beto yisjted by Intel*
legent bemgs from other worlds
In the past. What about the so-
called Dying saucers which have
beto seen in increasing numbers
in our skies since 1317 — and long
before that* As a matter of fact,
the saucen have been seen at var
ious times In all parts of the world
[or hundreds of years

. ,* fc0"1*" wnter described on*
:00G years ago in Latin as d;d a
gifted Hindu In Sanskrit — and
they bear a remarkable similarity
>n appearance to what is being
seen today

Certainly "mass hysteria" can
not continue down through the cen
times But the "closed mind" can
—and don'

Consider the Air Force officials
>resently sitting on top of the cele-
orated "Project Bluebook." ttus
study of the sightings of flying
.aucers I have been told by an
luthonty In that field that the man

runs the project doesn't be-
. In taucers and pigeonholes

ill the challenging dab he re
ceives. In short he sits en top

Is this the kind of thinking we
ought to employ In America In
the middle of the 20th century?
Wouldn't it have been more ap-
propriate in the Dark Ages?

Is It any wonder the Russian
lienosU may have overtaken

passed us In the realm of
- — - science and astronautics? Do
you think they art InibUnt to
tadi other thai apace vehicle!
with u Dying aaucen art "im
possible." "duldish" and "silly"
— all product! ot "illusions" and
■majs hysteria"?

Ifi so uUy, In (act, that the
ussianj have announced that
hey plan to visit Mara next year
Perhaps they will. Who Kally
knows'

But isn't It rime for nj to roll
JP our sleeves and show the Rus-
lians and the rest ot the world

hat America thrives on eompetj-
Jon-and by the time aTled space
hip lands on Han It will fcnd
hat an American team has al.
eady folttn thert But? ■
So what an m waltinr tor:

it's jo'
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No Case (Information Only) ^ October 1957
" Bernardsville, Now Jerbey

October 1?, 195?ry At about 6-.U5 p.m» KDST,. half an. hour after sunset,. I'rs. Mildred E^ -
Slums was driving hone from Morristown, N.J. She was two miles fron Bernards-
viPe and had Just turned from Route 202 into North Uaple Avenue, which runs south

to Basking Ridge. At that moment her attention was auddsnly attracted by an ex
tremely brilliant golden-yellow light to her left, "as large as two fused head
lights." Her first impression was that an airplane with landing lights on was
coning right at her. She stopped and rolled down the window; no sound could be
heard. Some Black Angus cattle were grazing in the field; the light was beyond
them, but she could not estimate its distance. It was well above the ground,
though she was only certain of this the next morning, when she inspected the site
by daylight, and noted that there wa3 no hill or tower in that direction. Its
direction was east-northeast, exactly opposite to Venus (with which, besides, Mrs. j
Simms is perfectly familiar; this light, she says, was incomparably larger and
nore conspicuous, though still smaller than the full moon.) It seemed to -nobble,
but this may have been illusory. After watching for five minutes, 6he started up
and drove on southward. The light remained visible, apparently in the same place
(now being left behind her.) Near Lyons, three miles to the south, she stopped
and watched ]t again. From here it appeared in the north-northeast, smaller, but
still large enough to see that it had apparently tilted: it presented a luminous
crescent convex upward, with a dark rounded portion (perhaps the lower surface)
belcw th9 crescent. She drove over the hill and lost sight of it. I

:^-s. Sians's intelligence, and tha fact3 that she is familiar with astronom-

ic-al objects and took no previous interest in UFOs, influence us to take this re
port nore seriously than if it had emanated fron a witness not knownto us. Infor
mation, was ootansed by Lex Mebane from Mrs. Simms13 daughter (a co-worker of hxs)

and subsequently directly trua the observer. . - C ". -''' ' -
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UAO Over Holloman Test Range

jjl 1:30 r.H. - 16 October 1957 - object si.-hted b\ Miss Ella

Fortune, Welfare Nurse it Hescalero Apache Indian 1i>scr\jtion

ile driving North out of Tularosa on llwy . 54. She went over

the R.R. overpass, saw object to NNW. Proceeded alnm, !ii|h,>n

to Three Rivers, watching object for at least 10 mn., then

stopped, took one exposure on Kodichrone, Mtli Kodak I'on' 1.15,

l/50th Sec. exp. Got m car and continued to her destination.

Object; Solid object v,ith Mute material stre.iriing or rrotuding

fron So. side of object Did not r-ove - staved in sinr ^ositiop <

it observation.

r''*135 Fortune said the object defimtel> uas not n lenticular

Cloud - has resided in Tularosa Oasin for ?0 (cars, is frjuliar

with such cloud fomations. Her hobby is color photos - has done

f, a lot of this work, concentrating pirticularly on scenerv,

* including sky and clouds,

^■i Mathematicians and professional analvsts at llolloiian cculd

.•, not identify it.

0y\ r<f r-oot.uch'Vvi tV 9»|lrfiVi

H-st- '

j

9/n< of

'UFO" TV-cr '■»

■>*■ i A\Snya of [\o of-
di » W^ t Wrj fVfc Upj yy
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A etrange object seen m the

sky from Suva on Bunday night

*>as also aeon by o number

o/ vunnbera of the Underwatc

Spear Fishing Association 0/
Fiji Irom a beech about sew;,,

past Konlcvu

The party numbered nboul nine
Europeans. ^)

Mr. Ian Davidson, of Suva, a

member of the party, «uid yu-jtcr-

day:

"On Sunday between 8 15 and 9

p m we were sitting down on the

beach and suddenly noticed n

bright reflection on the \v,\U-r

"It was overcast at tho time

"The object appeared at an angle

of about 10 degrees above the hori

zon.

"It was much brighter tli.in nny

star tliat nny of us hud cvci soi-n i
"It disappeared and returned twiu-

before It finally disappeared alto
gether behind the clouds

"It was more or less stnlionnry,

although some of us thought u

.seemed to move towards the hori

zon

"Th<"-n were no stars at the time

"I thought It was much too

bright to be nny t\ pe of star.

"It was whitish yellow, and once

when It went behind the clouds It

cast a reflection above and below

I the cloud

"These reflections were blue

"We hnd n big discussion on it

tnd could not agree what "71 w,n
•xcept that It was not a Htar"

MY Da\idson onirl that the o'>- a

ect was visible for five to seven *

minutes

Mrs Colin White, unolher mom

ber of the party, Baid that the ob

ject looked llko a very watery star H

"It looked transparent at times ™
"You could see its rnys quite

clearly on the water

"These rays were very bright

"I did not see It move at all

"It wan finally obscured by n'

loud "

A Weather Office ipokesman sald|
that an attempt wai mnde to focux

a theodolite on the object on Sun

day night, but this could nut be

done

"We could see it from here v-ith'«

the naked eye." he said" "
"It was quite bright and biul-wll

like a jellyllMli ■ »

"I think it was In thr sky for

two or three minutes before it dis

appeared "

The object was clearly visible

from Victoria Parade on Sunday

night.

It was tlun glowing a bright red

and appeared to be moving up in

relation to other starn. J

It was first seen by children play

ing at Mr. K Marlowa home at Na-

aese, about 8 30 p.m

Tho object wa^ still visible from

Victoria Parade after 9 pm '
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C3I of ».I. , , . , ,

c/o Davis, 67 Jans 3t. i' ' ((^ ^TTT'.j " ■. I I
Hev Tork U, S.I. (031)

'''■A ' -t \ i"i v. n -■>■- j,i f/
Dear Jr. "eban.i ,',,,',•,« ,,^-i.r f" ^

Leonard 3tringfleld told you eaoethlng that surnl7 vas to be exrictwli that
oany of Mo corraapc-.donta drifted avay becauoe ha was unable to aaj-or U-elr letters in a

reasonable ti=e. This does cot apply to 137 person, however, because I urdorstand -crjr protleD.
It lo reaJ-17 7e.-7 ilfricult to scape froD the dally influx of new natters to a-ir-sr letters
that taj!« Use, and eooetljes it is ontlrely iapoaslble to gat an opportunity to Jo those

things. So, you don't need to apologiie for tb« only lettsr yoj have written to =«, several
Qonth9 ago. In fact, there ia no neceaslt) to answer ny letters urlese you have jcnethir.g
laportart you fed I should know about. Right?

I ej very glad to haax rrco you, I uaa paj-Ucularly lntjreotod 0= your cooaont
about tha caa»B reported Ln ny article. I already recal7ed the ckaci for it, aant 07 Kins Dortei,
and I ha7e Sean also the printed article ltaelf. Thinka for your Lntereat In getting it p-jbliah

•d in 'rar.taatl; CnlTeroo.1 Ky parniojlon »u not aeceasarj and I tad no other plana for it. loU
had as'<*i r=r Lzfor=atlon about other "little-nen" lncidmta, a--d this vaa tho rieson for the
artlcla. I »u ajrpec-.lr.g it to be published In 'C3I Heualetter' bLt I bailee tie =agatlnB ^aa
• r'T7 S"K! pla=e to put it. I confeoa It vaa m agraatle surprise.

lou uero lapressed by the lntergradlng of the idanaH-llVe report v-lth C-e
tTplcal -eird-llUle-belng report. I agree >/lth jot that thia ia not a picture that falle neat
ly 1->U> U-e tu= cstegorieB set up previously. I hj>»e sore evidence of tie aa=e Id.-.d still aort
upsetting. Ihia e-idence appeara to lndicats that st least -Bttreces (or species) are Involved »
00 ths rjC-«ct!v;ties. There is a sixe difference botveen tto tuo typea, that aj be inconse
quential. Jut f-ere la also s atrlklng diversity in their ph7sical appearance, vhlch aay be
»ig-.irtcant. Ct one jlda, ve have the dark-skinned, hairr dvsxf vlth his 'pasty face', 'frcg-
-ll'e eye=', fol-.ted esrs end clawed hands, that has been sighted s rv=aber of tl-es sll-ove-
th« irorld he seaos real. On th« other side, "an»ll-««n° vith a fair oooplaxlod, blond hilr
OT»r the jhmildeTB, pallid face«,dUnte<J «7es and 'normal' hands, have been seen at least in
Brazil, Paraguay e--d Fiji lalanda, fcr aerorsl tines they =ar be real, too. The "conUct ca-
ses'vith jertle Ve-tuslan bo7s sxe obviously occluded cone of the reports I so including In
this 39c==c grc: ^1 a "contact" In any acceptable sonje of the -ord. iccordlnc to (J-. erldeo '
ce I have, the accre'slve or curious "llttle-^on" night be considered as hi=aroidjl tne ccii-
tuplatifg or c-^.ous "53all-ien", on the other hand, anpeax to be vary ="ch Ill's \.s hi=an
beings, ris is a very daturblng fact which I cannot explain and vould like to reject but
facts are facts, feoriea cannot change the reality. ipparonUj these Ho races (or species)
are e-gagtrf on the jn., or alailar tasks apparently the; never all In the se=>i crevs, tut
their plars arc -urrcsoa are obviously connected. It siajtes little difference for '-s t>oi-
gulnoo-cigs at ire end, I Imcv; but I confessed I aa fascinated by the n^story. I vould like
to fl-.d tie ansver, but I have not jot enough evidence, about the "ssall-aeo" (as I call theo).
I have only 5 of tiese cases till now. That one Include.: 1» my srtide vas the fl-st. ill of
these reports present canon characteristics that set a definite pattern for the vhole grouo.
They are net 'ta'jct reports" there vas not any tvo-vay coonunicatlon vith the people lrv-
olved. The "space-beings" appearance is described ss'htaan', but their behavior Is quite ln-
cCTpraharsibde; in two cases they are said to 'speai', but the so^ds enlttod are »(t,unintel-
ligible that one of the witnesses thinks they are not 'human-Uke. ' All the encoirt-rs were

^» te no boo'j, gave no lectures, started no cults. g^

*" 7"u »«« Ui»so caaes include all the characteristics of the typical velrd-

"i.u ,f" ? rB?Ort ""P' f°r «*• f»=' "i«t no "llttle-aan" vas Involved, but snail men
with 'lone blond hair'. At this point, you light suspect we are dealing with a distorted"ver
sion of AdamsH's gentle Venualas boy and reject these reports aa hoaxes. lou described your
self aa cap-ahla of perceiving reaaona for disbelief vhere"op«a alnds" can notice nothlrg a=±sc.
Alao you are by ccv (yen. said) too readily Inclined to believe that a strange storr is s li.,
this being the inevitable result of experience with the contact liars. So far as l'au con-en-
ed, I have thi« sa=e kind of "closed ilnrf; that the conUctlsts le^r tlrs at dercurclng. I ri
Jected vith no hesitation all the contact clalma in thla country I ha7e Liv,atlrnt*J. let I a!
dloturbed about Urose Incident* of th. "anall-Mn" kind. Hootly about the incident you knew

^Z,°r<a "I* "■•^-'«"i»*<!f <*••• I wmld Uke to try an experl^ent and you are tha bas
qualified peraon to do it I „ g,jW to ^lv. th. facto on th. M.., but not tie concluaiona
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til. he wa= f=«Ung b.tt«r, and w« .ven »»1. to "^
Ha discovered It! all-over the walls above his head ™

hi moke ^^fJf^
Ha discovered I
covered ultb tlaj hoi.., a grey .moke
dissolving slovlj before his eyes. He

^ or , proj.ctton.
*' 'h Ua ^ spT.8adl.^ In the air,

™", n.S«l for the breathing of the
^_ y, 5 -mbm-, of It. cr»v were

nOr. than th. roOT he v.a :o,flr.^, he 6ot

notd her a. foUove: - bar hair wa. blond, almost whit., not abundan, g
Te of the neck, th, point, turning Inside, th. qr.. «.r. blu. and l^rge, and,»1«^
utalde; th. face war, almoet triangular l^hapo, with very prominent chee-s ,llk» ttj
s') and a pointed chin; the nose vaa normal, but th. lip. were vor/ thla and alaoat lnvisl-
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51*) her skin um fair, tho body, urns and logo vore "ronil", thero uai a blood-red hulr or
HOT pubis. . • • "

There too a oaxual-contoct botwoon the tvo, which was similar to the ones hs hod had
with earth-voo.o. But thoro was a dlfferencei !.... oho talked to as In their unknovn language,
but tbo scr:ds ccalag fron bor lipo ooor=od 'anljial crlo»'. So, lnsplto of her hunan appearance
and beharicr, I jet tne strange foaling that I waa eating vltb an ar.laal, all tho tlao, because
of those un.Lffuai soundel I kr.ev she vao "talking1' to ca, but couldn't avoid the inproaBion that
thoe» sounds \.ere oot hunan-llke. She was more like an animal than a woman, I doa't urdsrBtand

bew I co'-id bo so excited...I think thoro was oone aphrodisiac In that colourless liquid they
rubbed on ay skin in the other roon...."

After the sexual-contact, the voaan waa no more Interested on his porocn she vao

very tired, breathing heavily (he vao not). let ho,still vuitad her and tried tc continue the
sexual ;k<. Sho had changed, however, and avoldoo*"for the rest or tho tiao until ho fait angry
«t h»r ecldreas and stopped ,toe—until the door opened again. Cno of the "aen" appeared at tho
door and called the woman. Sh» want out and he never ssv her again Before leaving, aha turned
tcvard hij and sailed pointed tovard her abdooan, tovard him, and tovard a point somewhere In
the southern e'a, and was gon». Than tho "man" appeared again with his dothos. Ho dressed. Ho
noticed that all his things were In tho pockets, except a lighter which had disappeared, lost
perhaps in the fight outside tho craft. He was takm then to the largo, central roon of the xkr

snip" ovoid-shared, and with the sane walls of polished, silvery metal. There was a column of

the same :otal at tho cantor, going from* tho catling to tho floor, this pillar was thicker at
tho bases than at the middle, it one side, there vao a largo table of unusual shape which was

o\-rrounded by 5 single seats with no backs, round-shaped, built so that they alight rotate around
their axoe. Table ar.d Beats ware made frca the sane silvery aetalj each one had only a central

leg,which was filed on the notallic floor in tho case of the table and articulatod with a boj
ing aetallic rin^, la the case of ths seats, which was hold by three netallic stripes fixed on
the floor. Throe cf tho "sen" were already seated around tho table, tt dressed In their strange
grey halsets and tight-fitting uniforms of tho sane colour. The fourth "apace-suited being"

Joined the group. Cur hero was left alone in the middle of the roon. There was no sign of the

fifth socber of the crev (the woaan). The four "aan" began to talk with each other apparent-
lr discussing 80=5'_iing—no sore Interested on the earth-nan. Our ran decided to use his tine
=^-ing a careful c_3ervation of evorytbing around hia. Ko tried to *-oar t! air "conversation", k

to got at least tho oennd of vord« or letters but it vas hopoloos. They didn't talk nv. hn-

aan beings. They uttered " prolonged, modulated, howling eoundo rooaeabling tho momfMl cries

of a dog. Tie arjilogy vas EOt very good, but It was the only axa=ple he could give to describe
those alien ec-rdo different fron anything he had heard before. Ha knew they were "talking", •
but for hla the ocr-.da were all alike—-aninal cries there was nothing that could bo detect

ed as vcrdB o.or. letters froa a foreign language. They "talked" in a language that didn't

use the norr.al sc-jnd aaterial of Boooch (for usjl the vovels a."d coiaonanta.

Thero Jas an lnBtrunent on the table, not very far Irom tho place the "nen" woro seaj;
«d. It vas a eotallic square box with a glass on top of It. Looking through that glass, our hero

sav a kind of dial with Barks, and a needle filed In tho cantor. "It la a watch, or clock, of
ooae sort," thought our man. But he was not sure. The dial shoved one oark at 3, 6 and 9 o'clo

ck and fr_r mt>b at 12 o'clock but only those. Bealdoo, he watched it for at least 15 tiny,

toe but the pointer didn't aove during that interval as it should be expected if that "thing"
waB there to r tfc tl P didd th t ik th bjt I h

p g as it should be expected if that thing

aB there to rars tfcl tlae. Po decided than to pick up the object. It :dght be used as evidence
o p-ore Mb stcry. If t*-OBo "beings" realized his Interest about It, they aight possibly gl7e

he object tc M: as a gift. So, be picked up tho object it was boavy, weighting perhaps L
pounds. Or.e cf the "zen* sav what ho was doing and coved with the s^»ed of wind, Juaplng against
hla like a cat. 7t-o instrument waa violently taken fron bis hands, a--d tho "nan" angrily push
ed hjj agoiiat the Dort vail. After thio, the "beings" contintmd their "conversation11 as if no^
thing had h«pps.-«d and ho was again forgotten, it the end, one of then ntood up and called

hla wltf- a sign. T>ej valked tovard the room he had altered the craft, four hours bgfore. The
outside door wE3 again open, with lto flexible, notallic staircase already hanging tovard tho
ground. The,, went out, but didn't take that way as ho expected. The creature silently pointed

to o saall platfora built around the craft and they stepped on it, and walked around tho ship.
Tho creature stopped sevoral tinea to show hia details of the airship's structure. Then the/
caao bacK to ti e staircase and the creature motioned hln to leave the craft. After arriving at

the grounc, re tur-.ed is headl tho "boing" waa still there, notlonleos. Then the "space-being"
pointed to himself, to the earth and t£ a iiSL lA ihi southern jja and was gone. The stalr-
caso vaa BUspended and the door closed (Just as. tho there had nover been a door there) and

tho craft took off straight up, stopped brlofl^iome doian feet above tho ground, then movod ova/
at tronetdous speed.

There are many other details, ny dear friend, but tho ones described above are enough
for you to see hcv baffling and strange la this case. The story is absolutely original, urllke
any o. tho usval 'contact-case" account. Tho strange shaoe of the DTO Is another mystery. In
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: j'jt, it was navftr described before. Let's quote froa tho witness rapcrti "....T-e luainouj

object acved fcr-ard, ato^ping again at about 30 to 45 feet fron the tractor. Than it cans dc-m

very alovly,and I vae able to see, for the firat ttse, I was facing a strange craft. It uao egg

-shaped, ilka a ii^-gs elongated egg pointed at tho bov and thicker at tie stem. This egg was

encircled by a cncer of f^fli 1 violet lighr, and there wsa a large, red searchlight en tho bev,

there were also tiree long, horizontal, metallic apices anbedded in the front part, Involved by

a bright, fluoroacont rod glev—the sane colour aa the Bearchllght, this ona had been *}"*> orig

li of all the LI,-*" t I had aoen than the objoct vaa higher In the sky, that treaendoua glare m

99en even whs tr a atrange craft uaG far a-a/. Placed on top of the egg-shaDod hotiy, on the up

per aide cf Lne craft, there was a large "tr.Lrg", spinning at high speed, which eraitt&d also &

bright, fluorescent, rod glow. Si-.cc a light changed to a greenish colour uhec the airship slow

ed down to land—-In ay opinion, this change* uaa related vlth the slaving dovn in the spinning

of that rotating part. With this slower notion, it fleeced to take the ah ape of a flattened diak

of setae sort (nothing could be oeen before because of the motion). I an not sure, hcvever, If
thie was the true shace of the rotatlngnthlng" on top of the egg-shaped body, or if it uaa cnl7

an lapreasioc gl7en bj its notion which never uaa stopped, evan after the zachine tas loaded.

It landed cr three metallic polea, which appeared froa the underalde wher the craft was very

close to tho grc :r'. The strange airohip cere dovn silently but, then It tea ver> low, as well

as when lt^enderij a huadng sound could be hoard (like that of air being oucitod at high ape^d

through ^dlliona of tiny holes). Thla sound uas co=dng apparantly froa the h'Jge, rotating,

glowing diek placod or. top of the egg-shaped body...."

Thic ircicect took place cc October 16, 1957. Tbe tize ^aa 1.00 a.=. It taa not p>-

bliahed tare. QlI^ a fov people knew abcxt It, and or-ly two lnterrleved the t-itceae and have

his adresa. The? are nr/self and the reporter Joao Hartlna (frora the cageiine '0 CPOZZIRO), Wo
decided to keep It secret for a tlae, not because the story^ la cc-.ald-red too Indelicate a

subject, but for anctcer thing: if It is true, another one like it will eo=e day appear &zA ve

are going to ia.- a a careful conparlson; If they check vlth each other, evan in tho ssall details,

ue can be absolutely sure that both are true. Thla ia the only neana we ti&ve i to do It. Our

caae not being published, no one can report a similar story unleaa both axe true.

There la ono acre thing. They day after the Incident, our witness became sick ard his

illness lasted f^r alracst a acnth. KIs ceclcol history was taken before his Interrogation scout

the whole lnoicent. I aid It persanally. The syaptoca and sigse of his lllaoss correapondod to

the clinical picrhir* of the eo-called ■radiation sicknoaa". ipporantly this a*n va* «rnbodtt*i

to a sub-lethal dose of an ionising radiation of acme sort possibly X-Raya or gasaA-rays. I

can tell you this, aa a zedlcol doctor. Unfortunately, I couldn't get abaoluts S^lfleflce because

I sav the [aan a:out four oonths after hio exposirfo, too late to uae a jelger counter.... *

About the sise of the "oDace-people'1 the vonan was about 1,33 aeters tallj the nen

were about 1,50 to 1,55 setera tall. These estinationa are baaed on the site of the vitnese, by

comparison.

So, you have nov the details about the "sei-contact" caae. There axe no Venuaiana tnj

olved. It 13 zc "love-story". In my opinion, but a cold-blooded "blologicAl eoperlaeat" with a

huaan belngx as guinea-pig. Of course, I don't aee how this "guinea-pig" could prove that such

a sea-cor tact uta trje (the feojde partner could, but she had to be frcn their race for otvioua

reasons, also because their interest nay have been not the experiment Itself but tho produd*
of it, if there was any). It ia a wild tale, don't you think so? I rejected it in the beginning,
I confees, but latar I atarted to see things, logical thinga in the story,that the witness coul4

not know about then I sau a picture and a pattern. Coral saw It too, and wqq so inpreuaed that

she ia ecaolutsl/ convinced that the atory ehould bo taken seriously. I aa atlll trying to con

vince myself tr.at it ia fictitious. Nou the problen is also yours. What do you think?

^5 .Qua yA fa.-A. V-U_
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Fig. n9 7 - Mapa da regiao da residencia de A.V.B.-fronteira

de Minas com Sao Paulo e Mato Grosso (leia item n<? 3)
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■ BACK VIS*

6maH opening In
unifon* covered (see

mingly) by » fl"» iOr!

FRONT VIEW

chap on ey« level

lint allowing to s

the eyes)

two flat, ( stemlnisly) hollow .
tubes, enteretlnq uniform at ear

lev«l, having emeraed. from a

small protuberance on

the back

with

Intense glaring

reddish light
< light

gloves and shoes are of'
white colour and ( seemlnp.^/
_ly) fora one part with

the uniform, but differ
In colour ( since the

latter is silvery colour.

shoes with thick

soles -..;>

(sketoh by A.V.3. of a crew member, received by air.mall it

printing time, laferlni? to the teit on page nr.B ant the

sketches tnr, 1) on page 1. Some more datas of A.V.B. :

Blrthdnte: Miy, 1934; 1,69 meters tall.)

,**: '■•-
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Fig. S - Esbo^o (feito

pelo Dr. Mario P.

Aquino) do aspecto to-

pografico da regiao do

caso de A.V.B.(leia

item n9 3B e 3F)

Fig. 6 - Esbocos feitos por

A.V.B. para a SBEDV:

a)-DV visto de lado,

b)-DV visto de cima;

d)-tipo da seringa usada;

e)-impressao, do sapato

do tripulante, no^chao

f)-impressao,do tripe,no

chao(leia item n9 3F).
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After his ordeal, Antonio mounted his tractor to dilve home but the engine

wouldn't turn over. Since the alien ship was long gone, Antonio wasn't sure
his "visitors" were responsible. Checking under the hood he found the battery-

cables disconnected. Knowing the cables had been firmly in place before his
abduction, it was Antonio's belief one of the strange little men had taken
precautions to prevent his escape. Clever guys, he thought.

Antonio returned to the site the following day and found numerous marks on
the ground, footprints and landing gear indentations. He had nightmares about

the abduction for weeks.
Antonio couldn't find the courage to tell anyone about the experience ex

cept his mother, but when he read a UFO article in the November, 19S7, issue

of the Argentine publication 0 Cruzeiro authored by journalist Joao Martins,
he knew he had found someone who would be sympathetic. Martins begged UFO

witnesses to come forward and relate any information they had on the mystery.
Antonio wrote Martins on November 15, 1957. Martins was interested enough to

contact Brazil's foremost UFO expert, Dr. Olavo Fontes, and to ask the Rio

physician to assist in an investigation.

Both Martins and Fontes pooled their money to finance a trip to Rio by the

young farmer so medical examinations could be conducted and a deposition taken.
Antonio agreed to the plan (he felt it was his civic duty) and arrived in Rio

de Janeiro on February 22, 1958.

Fontes and Martins conducted a sophisticated, four hour, interrogation of

Antonio. The young fanner resisted "traps" and avoided contradictions during

extensive questioning. He was poised and spoke fluently. The 23-year-old
from Brazil's outback passed the test with flying colors. Moreover, a back

ground check proved highly favorable. Villas Boas had a reputation of being

honest, serious, and hard working. He showed no interest in profiting from his

claims (at the time or subsequently), and he was not the typical self-deluded
contactee who wanted everyone to believe he was the recipient of some "Space

Brother's wisdom."

Fontes gave Antonio a medical examination and determined the young man to

be normal in body and mind. Antonio did, however, mention that right after

the incident in question he did suffer from a number of ailments: insomnia,

fatigue, body pains, nausea, headaches, loss of appetite, burning sensation in

the eyes, watering of the eyes, yellow spots all over the body, and the fact

that any minor bruising caused cutaneous lesions. It was far too late to do a

blood test to make sure, but Fontes recognized the symptoms as radiation ex

posure. How could a simple country boy know enough to come up with a fake

yarn with those details? Furthermore, Fontes located two circular areas on

each side of Villas Boas' chin which suggested the cells were a bit atrophied

(smoother and thinner than the skin on the rest of the face). It was at two

such locations where blood samples, according to Antonio's testimony, were

extracted by two tubes that caused a burning sensation. Was it hard evidence

of the abduction?

The result of the investigation was impressive as far as Fontes was con

cerned, but even then he held back an unqualified endorsement. Fontes and

Martins agreed to keep the story under wraps in the hope a similar case would

surface to provide some evidence of the veracity of Antonio assertions (It was

also suggested by Gordon Greighton that Brazilian State Security wanted things

kept quiet for reasons of its own). In any case, nothing was published for

years. Besides the letter to Alexander Mebane of CSI (reproduced in this text),
news of the Villas Boas case was brought to the attention of the American UFO
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group APRO in 1958. Coral Lorenzen favored the possibility Antonio had

suffered from a sexual fantasy.
In an early 1959 issue of Escober Farias' publication was the smallest

of hints to the existence of the case: "A woman, but not monstrous, had
sexual intercourse inside a flying saucer." (53.)

Finally, a rumor about the "encounter" reached the editor of a Rio-based
UFO bulletin, a Walter Buhler, who learned that Brazilian State Security
was investigating. If the authorities were interested, perhaps there was
some truth to all the talk about a Brazilian making love to a spacewoman.

Accompained by a Dr. Prudente Aquino, Buhler set out to find Antonio,
and after a 1,500 kilometer trip into the hinderland, he tracked down the
man he was looking for. The youngest son of the Boas family was shy and
intensely reluctant to speak about the subject. It seems Antonio had since
married and his wife didn't want him dwelling on sexual adventures with
another woman even it it was some supposed cosmic dallying.

After some urging, Antonio told Buhler the facts as he remembered them
four years after the event (it was now July 1961). Because of the passage

of time, Buhler's notes lacked some details of the Fontes/Martins 1958
deposition when the incident was still fresh in Antonio's mind, but other

wise the account as recorded was fairly complete.

Buhler realized he had a sensational item for his SBEDV Bulletin and had
no qualms about telling the world. The story, as he knew it, was published

in his UFO bulletin. (54.)

Gordon Creighton and the Hying Saucer Review.

A copy of Buhler1s Villas Boas issue found its way to England's Flying

Saucer Review. Gordon Creighton, who did translations of foreign material

for the~Review, had read some wild stuff over the years but this latest

narrative in Portuguese took the blue ribbon. Creighton didn't quite know
fchat to make of the story. The editor of the Review, Waveney Girvan, was a

George Adamski fan and couldn't imagine the beautirul saucer people (from a

perfect society) running around raping earthlings. Girvan considered the

story dubious at best. The Englishmen, like Fontes and Martins, chose to

sit on the case until something happened to confirm the incredible tale.

From a personal standpoint, Creighton also felt the Review's readership

might find the sex business distasteful or frightening"! The paper work was

filed away.

Toward the end of 1964 Martins felt enough similar cases h.ul been re
corded to justify the publication of the 1958 interrogation of Villas Boas.

A series of articles appeared in the Buenos Aires Spanish language 0 Cruzei-

ro Internacional, a popular magazine with a huge circulation. The title of

tKe series was La Mujer del Otro Mundo (The Woman From Another World). For

his own reasons Martins used the pseudonym "Heitor Durville."

Buhler was quick to alert the Flying Saucer Review to the fact that the

Villas Boas affair was no longer a big "secret." It just so happened that

Girvan, who had not taken the Villas Boas story seriously, had died. Mr.

Charles Bowen, the new editor of the Review, let himself be persuaded by

Creighton to have the Brazilian text translated and published in English.

Relying on Buhler's information, Creighton produced a series of articles

with the first installment appearing in the January 1965 issue of the Re

view with the title: "The Most Amazing Case of All." Finally, after years
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of delay, the Villas Boas story was available to the rank and file English-

speaking UFO community.

The Villas Boas case troubled Fontes. During a trip to the U.S., Fontes

mentioned the case in a conversation with Coral Lorenzen of APRO. She later

wrote in one of her UFO books:

"You have to consider that South American men are quite romantic.

Now the Villas Boas case, in which a Biazilian farmer supposedly

had sexual relations with a female UFO occupant, brothered Dr.

Fontes considerably. He sat right here in our dining room and

said, 'I don't want to believe it. It's too bizarre. It's also

illogical.' As a married man with a lovely wife and as a Brazil

ian male --a member of a culture which worships its women -- he

was afraid there might be some violation of women involved. I

didn't see it that way at all, to me it was a kind of detached

experiment." (55.)

There is no better example of what split NICAP and APRO than the Villas

Boas case. In a 1966 letter to Dr. James McDonald, a NICAP insider com

mented on Coral's latest UFO book-

"The sex case [Antonio] is in it, in gory detail. We have

known about that story for years and Fontes gave us a full re

port on it during his visit to NICAP last year. APRO's hypoc

risy (unless it is genuine stupidity) galls me. They have

seized on every sensational tale for years, yet they are the

'superior research group.'" (56.)

Researchers interested in the Villas Boas case should also consult the

book The Humanoids, edited by Charles Bowen (1969) pp.220-ff. There is a

discussion of the possibility there may exist some connection between the

Villas Boas case and other early UFO incidents like the Hills abduction,

the Socorro landing, and the Valensale, France, sighting. Another book

that might interest any researcher is Bob Pratt's UFO Danger Zone (1996).

Wild stories from Brazil seem to be the rule rather than th"e~ exception.

(57.)

17 October, (date approximate) Bnrra de Jucu, Brazil.

Object lands:

"A huge object reportedly landed near here. It was seen flying

low on the Barra-Vitoria road by several people including truck

drivers. It emitted a green-blue light. It eventually departed

vertically." (58.)

17 October. Whakapara, New Zealand.

"Orangey-colored ball." (See clipping)

19 October. Mildenhall, England.

Orange ball over R.A.F. station. (See statement from BLUE BOOK files)

(59.)

19 October. New York City. (7 05 p m.)
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WHAT WAS IT?

'beautiful flying object.I

A FASCINATING SIGHT

(Received 1 pm.) "\
(By Ttlcgraph—Pr = So Association)^

\\ hangarci, thij day '

One of the most colourful "uniden

tified flying objects" yet recorded/is

claimed to have been seen on^Wednes?

day evening at Whakapara by Mrs
John' Berghan,"a '30-year-old mother

of seven children. ."Just before" 10

pm I walked outside and I saw a
very bnght orangey-coloured ball sta

tionary in the- sky," she said. "Six
1 small lights shot out one after another
| from the orange balL These were in
I different vivid colours—red, blue,

white and greeny colour. They form- r

ed themselves into the general shape t

of a triangle, after which they appear-1

ed to re-enter a mother-ship The \
orange-ball 'went out' It had been,

as bright as a star Two or three |
minutes later, it was bnght again and j

appeared to go into the shape of a new

moon, about one quarter its original

size"
' Mrs Berghan went on, "Then the

beautiful colours came out again but

returned once more to the 'star1, which
finally, faded completely away."

.Mrs Berghan said she observed li.-'

phenomenon for Ma good 20 minutes".

§he yas fanngnorth at the time

S IUCER EXPLANATION. .,

Kingston; I ..read with interest

the .letters in the Voice-about
those three shining "disks that

were seen over New York in th«

early evening hours of Oct. 19. I ^
saw the same thing here In O-\
Kingston.-We were told nere that

the disks were really the aurora
borealLa or northern .lights, ~»

common - sight at this time of
year.'Cduld that be what every-

one waa looking at? ,'-*-- -'- .
4-" - ',- . FRANCIS PASSER.

u

;i

"SADCEHSf ^VERIFIED '
Queens:','Hodiajr for Voicer

Israel Demsky, who wrqt« that

hi3 family had spotted three spin
ning disks in the sky on Qc^ 13.
It's good to hear that someana '
else in'Now iork saw these ob
jects. We thought we had Sput
nik fever., ' < -,

FELLOW MOON-WATCHER.

■■Queens: I jaw thoas spinning
disks, too. I thought it was s

-fireworks rocket until'I saw Sir.
Demsky's Voice letter. I remem
ber, the day because It was my

birthday., . LILLIAN PEREZ.

Metedeconk, K. J.: Yoicer J)em-
•«ky,'of Brooklyn, related seeing
■'■three disks in the sky on Oct. l3
i at,7:05 P. M. We saw the sama
! objects approximately 16 minutes
i later in tha Point Pleasant irea.
| We e3timate,'therefore,' that the/
were traveling at 280 mph; »nj '

I they were, by the way, soundless.
I .' , . C. STAGER Jr.;

! ,"Brooklyn: ; Standing on' th»
corner of Third Av«. >and ,Bay

,Pidga,'ATB.,-.on..Oct- 19 Jnt'afc
12:10 AJsM-.-i I /sivf thtea'"=iery
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S T A T E I! 3 H iT

Al(l7;o)on th9
Frin,-lo aiiT*A/2C ■fc

"cou'crol "to/.Ji at the tine.
f

21 Octcoor 1357

.11 un LdoiiL l f ioi) oujnct hju 3ivhl.cl by <-./2C

Tho Vjo /e n-»^od mrrni uero or. Jut} in the

Tho o'jjcct \<?.s >xt an unl.nov-s altitude u"u <lic-

'tar.ca fron tho £±aiion. \>>.on first bi^htod ti.e object appeared to be

apjroxixdtjly (^ds^re^a) above_thp horizor.. "iihon list observed.it had
dror>peH"to ^p'TnTi-r-.^tel^^ do^rees abo7e the horizon^ Vr^en first, si.^tei

n/ooject -a-j's south \>ast" of ::ildonhaH K.A.F. Station. The object "_vieared
to be (ita'oioriat5> At ieO9 rtiflr. the object was obscured from thi t-./rs
visiou it hadjj^vejl to the (vjeatDagpro^imatoly 1.5-18 de.-irees^ At 1755 the
iTiather obsarvor v.orkins in tha toner ras notified. Tr,w \rx observer siid

ho co'-ld not identify tho object, but it ^ofinitly vr--s not a ctir or other

cclaatial body, it 1S03 Lakenheath P.'.PCOf u-\s advised of the U.F.O. a-ij

=aid they had no aircraft in the area. At leOl .itorbeach A.T.C. ;*-,

advised, they also said thoy had no aircraft in t..o urea. The U.F.O, vis

obscured frc- tho twr's vision at J0C9 by cloud;.

n-j_n- tho si^htin^s of t.TS object it tppe'irod to beforei le
(TTght yolloT'in color at first, then char.^in^ io a dsflT^^
..oin^ ODScured by clcuds.

ur.J a

At. (^92^)7ai-npj-jPfhh pspriOM aeii '..I tr. r. they muld 3 ;i». an object to

thsCJFV of ;JT) UAPCOll said tho (^Tje^J/ \ias chanj:lr.j-. colors fxf2F<^oU^; to
^cn;e< and naa (st itionar3 LokoiJieith CTecked on ballons in tho e.rei pluc

oTr^faft and reporlca neither in the area. '3 '"'. receivci a vi.-.di. aloi't
regortfroiainsly and-Xra-vly, both otatico3 had thefi'.nde from the tisbz) at
{pi alzit'iQ03') At. UjngXaken'rq^h advised 13 thov_gRd_3' target-pon their

r.- jar. ^ m of the tar^9t3 v.3re (T7*"of ?Jpft^pxas-CU mrie3J_ Al tit -de un'.-r.O
5^

rie3J_ Al tit de un.-r.O

Tl.o fCi? t'1* 9t-s "*8'9 also (5^aticnarY3 Jha |3rj target, mr.ffl^tp r3 s I,"-1 y'
^^ frora Lakonheath. ITtovKird

j g

tl\o station. Also the tar£8tr(^J/wars y^sihle
a^iaaa acd also pickeduo the targets which coordirAled with

d Fliht Si f th UFO

IT

te.ronheath. At 2135 tho t rr advissd Flight Servics of the U.F.O.

o-p '..'C station _ji up t'.ie ucidentifmdp _ji p

thslr j^dir. '^he positions coincided nith those Lakealieath Control and

liildenha.il CCA had reported. Uchulthorpe ifX station tracked one of ths

tar^Ei= fro-- :7f of la to 9 Tilo3 Ti of Tt, thw. it =tirte-J to go west.

At <2?^ SehJlthorna had a stAiiooary tarzfli 5_nnes_Jlcr tl at this t.-no
'.l.oy x- = "orisd turmr.; of thair ridir.

r-:s cr.viT.'r; .■; rs ircr. .v; c.^D.*•;'; to r:.s 3-st o~ it *i;c.x. "■;•

XV.:,' )

A/20, 1070-? ^.'■.•i &j: '.

'c-.ri-l '10.er 0,)C.-f.tor

::zz ics, .\n:o32'C7

-.1=6-
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Thiec dibcs over the Big Apple?

A resident of New York wrote a lettei to the New York Dajly News.

"On Saturday, October 19, at about 7.05 p.m , my family and I
saw a strange sight xn the sky. Three spinning disks were up
there, following one another. It was a clear and starr> night.
Yet when I asked other people whether they had seen anything,
they looked at me in surprise. The only time New Yorkers look up,

it seems, is when they feel a drop of ram." (60.)

The witness was wrong about New Yorkers. A number of other people were

alert and willing to come forward. (See clipping from the New York Sunday

News.

20 October. New 'lork City. (12 45 p m )

The next day even a member of the staff of the Daily News saw something

(See statement made to the CSI New York UFO organization)

20 October. Brooklyn, New ~»ork. (8.42 p.m.)

Later in the da> still another person viewed a UFO.

"On the night of October 20, 1957, Sunday, I was up on the roof
of 849-42nd Street, Brooklyn looking up at the constellation

Pegasus and calulating the variable star Beta Pegasus. This was

at 8:40 in the evening. There was a slight haze in the atmosphere

and the stars were twinkling madly. The sky was very clear other

wise. It was very cold and damp somewhat.
"My mind was also alert for the Orion Shower, a meteor shower

from the constellation Orion that at that time of night is till

not visible above the horizon, when suddenly at 8•42 or so p.m.

I noticed a peculiar apparition silently coming into and cross

ing Pegasus. At first I thought it was a meteor but after a few

seconds of studying it I suddenly realized it was not. It was a

dim orange oval shape that seemed to be coming from the noithwest
and in the middle of the constellation Pegasus sharply changed

its course for the south and soon disappeared about 35 to 40 de

grees above the hoiizon. It lasted about 6 or 7 seconds xn the

sky before it disappeared. (61.)

20 October. Russian saucers?

Castro's take over of Cuba was still two years in the future but that did

not keep the Havana magazine Bohemia from spreading pro-Russian saucer rumors.

Its hardly surprising the story came from the publication's Berlin correspon

dent, a city of spies and disinformation agents. (See article)

21 October. Gaydon, England. (9.18 p.m.)

UFO over V-bomber base. (See clipping)

21 October. Alliance, Ohio. (8:10 p.m.)

"Reddish-orange streak cigai."

The GOC post just east of the Shunk Avenue-Chestnut Stioct intelsection

in Alliance, Ohio, the night of October 21st, was manned by a highly experi-



Related at C3I office on June ?6, 1959 by the observer.

few Tork City

bctober 20, 1957

At 12:ltS P. M., Arthur B. Buckley, a staff photogranher for the Daily Hews, was on

his lunch hour. He walked around to E. hOtti street to watch them putting uo steel for

the new News garage. The sky was cloudless with the Sun in the south. Was looking NE

through the steal.

He noticed, through the girders, a bright flash. Looking, he SDOtted a black dot,

"about the size of a pinhead at arm's length." The object was moving in a "crazy pattern,"

moving & stopping. This led him to believe that it was no plane or bird. Then (it was

more to the E now) it began to come rapidly toward him, moving S. It changed color as it

aporoached rapidly, 4 became reddish-orange, increasing very fast in size to about 10 times

its original size. The object seemed luminous and was teardrop-shaped, but did not have a

share outline. It was a bright orange as it passed in front & still accelerating. Then

it slowed down again, losing brilliance as it went off to the SE and came to a stoo, again

a dark object. The object was larger now than it was at first. It tilted qp to a b$ degree

angle as it stopped (at this point it displayed a cupola similar to a Mexican hat). \*

This final aDpearance was "quite distinct." A truckdriver was also watching it.

Buckley said, "It looks to me like a saucer." The truckdriver reolled, "Oh, is that shat

it is?" No more was said.

The object suddenly flicked off toward the Sun so fast that it was lost to sight

instantly. The day was ideal for a oicture, but he had no camera. He has seen others,

but never so clear as this. He told others at The Hews, but they simoly laughed.

Comment by ADM: Witness is unlikely to Invent story, but it is true that he was familiar

with UFO literature. However, if Initial xlgzag manuevering is accented,

this can be nothing than a UFO.

Note: On the previous day, October 19, 3 disc-shaoed objectjwere spotted by numerous

* *"* persons in Hew Tork City and at Metedeconck, Hew Jersey, and possibly at Kingston,

Hew York (where a dubious explanation was attempted).
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-MOIfDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1957.

RiA;F; Station
j- LONDON, October'27. (A.A.P.).—The
IAir Ministry js investigating the sighting last

'week of an unidentified flying object over the

lairfield at Gaydon (Warwickshire), one of

the R.A.F.S. top V-Bomber stations.
The "Sunday Express" reported this to-day. The newi-

paper said the object was picked up by ground radar
and seen by a night fighter pilot.
It was the first time that

an unidentified flying object

had been .detected from the-

alr and frem the ground.
The newspaper said last j

night there was no explana
tion.

The ' Air Ministry was

awaiting the report of a
senior intelligence officer

who had visited, Gaydon and
other stations concerned

• .Just Missed ^
! '! The fants of the easel
said the "Sunday Express,'!

I i were that at 9.18- p-mi-
IMGJM.T.) last (Monday,
i: Flying Officer • jr.-^-W.

. Sweeney, a . pilot of con
siderable 'experience, was

■ flying a' meteor jet at 28,

! 000 feet when he almost

•collided with the object .

' He said it was moving
slowly and showing six lights.
iHe calculated it was direct

ly over Gaydon.

After ■violent evasive action,
Flying Officer Sweeney had
reported that he approached

the object from the starboard
side, but the llehts had gone

<Mt and it disappeared, said

the" '.'Sunday Express •

.The object was .not large
ai)d i\p outline was blurred,

he reported.
^' •. ,■. ' . '

v - Oa:Radar
1 r a> . -'

, A radar 'report from the
^AJ.-'staUon at Lanirtoft.

cpnflrmed that the object
was at,28,000ft. over Gay-

(lon. ' - ■ ■
' A:'checV *had. shown ^hat
Sweeney's' Meteor ,wa3 the
only aircraft In the area at
the "time. -„/■ ■' ■- ^
The. -"Sunday Express1

writer said ft waa possible for

a Bosslan 4b«raJt to n? Un"
delected <&tj Sritam .during
the tolRhtly'tfadar jitand down,

V«rt. thejrt 'we/e .no

fe tWrv?re"ff ;
uwihouwi therjnav?t

: caAwai t?"photograph
i -'at "nlgbb ,deUcate
«"fd b d l

i:

aljfldie -at g ,deUcate
radar «e«"coufd b? wed lo
map airfields ac,curatelvr End
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enced volunteer named Kermit B. Ward. Mr. Ward became puzzled at 8:10 p.m.
when something unusual took place. To the southeast a "thing" became visible
which was suspended in the sky. Mr. Ward described it as a mysterious 'Ver
tical reddish-orange streak cigar." There was no way to determine altitude
but from the GOC post the thing was 35-40 degrees elevation.

Mr Ward was not imagining things because others in town viewed the ob
ject, as did some state troopers at the town of East Palestine which is 30

miles from Alliance.
In Mr. Ward's opinion, the phenomenon was a solid object, sharply outlined

except for the ends of the "cigar" which were "fuzzy." The indistinct nature
of the "cigar's" ends apparently was not due to any haze in the air since the
atmosphere over the city of Alliance was clear. No detail could be discerned

with binoculars.

An "Aircraft Flash" report was phoned to the Canton Filter Center. The

UFO remained stationary and otherwise did nothing exciting but the Filter

Center asked Mr. Ward to maintain a constant watch.
For about an hour Mr. Ward kept his eyes on the object but there was no

change except for a fading in and out. Whether this was due to some atmos

pheric refraction or high altitude haze could not be determined by Ward.
Possibly the phenomenon was amendable to some conventional explanation

to this point but then the thing faded out and reappeared in a different
part of the sky! This time it was in the southwest where it continued its

fading-brightening performance.

After about 20 minutes the object disappeared only to reappear in a third

position m the heavens, to the northeast, where it behaved in the same

peculiar manner.

There was no fourth shift. When it faded at 10:30 p.m , it never re

appeared .
There was no movement from place to place reported. The UFO just "popped

up" in a particular position. (62.)

21 October. Neptune, New Jersey. (7:59 p.m.)

Now that people were looking up more, they were reporting many "fast-

moving Sputnik counterparts." The following is one of many.

The witness evidently knew something about astronomy:

"Enclosed is a sketch of the sky on the date and time indicated.

Can you explain the object I saw. My wife also saw it. It was a

naked-eye object, an identical, blinking, fast-moving counterpart

of Sputnik.
"I first picked up the rocket approximately in the center of the

Square of Pegasus at approximately 7:29 p.m. as scheduled. It was
visible to the unaided eye, but I also tracked it with 8X-35mm

binoculars having a field of 115 yards.

"I picked up the satellite at approximately 7:59 as scheduled,

in Cassiopeia, and tracked it to the point below Serpens in

dicated. At this point a blinking, swiftly moving object ap

peared likely to collide with Sputnik and we watched it spell

bound. What apparently were two jets flying fast and high ap

peared out of the southwest in the wake of the object which

itself was soundless. By the time the planes reached the zenith,

the object had disappeared in the N.E. and I could not henr the

jet engines overhead until the planes, each bearing greenish-
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blue lights, were midway to the eastern horizon." (63.) (See

sketch)

22 October. South Downs, England. (4:40 p.m.)

"What in heaven's name is that thing hanging out there?"

According to a Miss Lash-

"I visit :in old uncle once a week nnd it was on the afternoon

of October 22, at 4.40 p.m. wlule I was cutting chrysanthemums

in his garden, that 1 happened to notice a curious 'cloud' in

the sky. The sky itself was quite clear except for a thick

bank of haze on the horizon--off the French coast. I was lo

cated at the time on one of the residential slopes of the

South Downs with a splendid view over the town and the sea.

The sun had set and the sky was pinky-gold with the afterglow.

There was no wind.
"The object was cigar-shaped, apparently of thick pinky-grey

cloud, and it hung absolutely motionless, the southern end

tilted slightly upwards. From where I was it seemed about 4

inches in length, but was obviously many, many miles a^ay over

the Channel to the southwest, and at - great height. Its act

ual size must have been huge. I noted it idly for about 15
minutes, during which time its position did not change at all,

and as I was quite unable to decide whether it was a natural

cloud or not, I decided in the affirmative, and dismissed the

matter from my mind.

"However, following tea uith my uncle, he asked me to switch

on the lights at 5:35 p.m. and went himself to draw the cur

tains over the French windows which lead on to a terrace fac

ing south. To my astonishment I heard him exclaim: 'What in

heaven's name is that thing hanging out there?1 I joined hun

at the window and saw, in exactly the place of the 'cloud' I
had viewed in daylight, a great sparkling object hanging among

the stars. I knew that Jupiter and Venus here both close to

the sun on that day, but this was far too large to be either a

star or planet. My uncle became very excited and ran to find

his binoculars, and together we stood on the terrace and had a

splendid view of what I was now suspecting to be a UFO.

"My uncle announced: 'Well! whatever it is , it is certainly

not a natural heavenly body. It looks like an enormous chan

delier. ' Through the glasses, however, it looked to me like

the 'cloud' with a double row of lighted portholes rising to a

triple row in the centre. It was sparkling red, blue and

gold. My uncle advised me to get back home quickly and get my

telescope fixed on the object. Meantime, he was due down in

horthing at his club, and said he would make inquiries, and also

have a look at the object from the sea-front. I got back to my

own home at 0:10 p.m. but the object had then disappeared.

"Last night was the first contact I had with my uncle since the

incident and of course we discussed it. He told me he did not
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meet anyone else that had seen the object and he had been unable -

to see it from the town owing, he thought, to the glare of the

sea-front flood-lighting." (64.)

22 October. Leeuwarden, Holland. (7:25-8:15 p.m.)

Meanwhile, across the English Channel:

"On the roof of his house Mr. S. Jansma at Leeuwarden(Friesland)

saw from 7:25 till 8:15 p.m. many strange objects flying noise

lessly in the skies from west to east. It could not have been

aeroplanes or flocks of wild geese, as Mr. Jansma is familar with

the noise these make." (65.)

22 October. Pittsburgh, Pennsyvania. (7:30 p.m.)

From Pittsburgh on the 22nd came a multiple object sighting like those

often reported during major UFO flaps:

"Sighting was made at approximately 7:30 Tuesday, October 22,

1957. Observer and nine-year-old son were returning from

neighborhood store, when son noticed first of 3 moving lights,

which were then observed by both parties. Lights appeared

shapeless from point of observation. They were at an estimated

distance of 200 yards, and were seen for approximately 10

seconds, as they passed between houses they were in a loose

trail formation and moving slowly.

"Second group was seen from a point about 50 yards from the

first sighting. Three similar lights were seen. Two were

hovering motionless and the 3rd approached at a slow speed,
and joined the other two two forming a vertical triangle for

mation. At which time all three objects then moved together,
holding the same formation. Observer was now in his back yard,
and quickly got binoculars from the house. Objects were watch
ed until out of sight. No form was distinguishable other than

a light." (6b.)

22 October. Haviland, Kansas. (0150Z)

Ground control vectored flight "Backstage 6" to the area at 6:20 p.m.

and searched the sky for 15 minutes without seeing anything. (See BLUE BOOK

file card. (67.)

22 October. Praia Grande, Brazil.

According to the local press:

"...five respectable and reliable people of Sao Paulo Capital

(they asked for anonymity), saw a UFO on the ground near the

beach with strong searchlights illuminating the vicinity. They

drove the car toward that object, but it wiped out its lights

and climbed slantly in the direction of the sea at a fantastic

■ -speed." (68.)

23 October. Near Pampa, Texas. (8.15 p.m. EST)

Self-luminous elliptical body. (Sec special report to NICAP) (69.)

23 October. Corpus Christi, Texas
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30 minutes
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Civilian
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10. BRIEF SUMMARY OP SIGHTING

Oblong object, size of half dollar,
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one on top of other with third trail

ing behind. Mo exhaust. No sound.

Half moon shape with dome on top.

Attracted by strong liyht of object.

Xo maneuvers.
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North

13 CONCLUSIONS
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r Probably Bolloon

Poitlbly Bolloon

a Wo> Alrcroll

O Probobly Alrooll

0 Poitlbly Aircroli

O Wo. Aatrenonlcol

O Probobly Atlranomtcol

O Ponlbly Astronomlcol
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B^ Unknown

11. COMMEHTS

Possil)le l)alloon. Sijj^tin^ possibl

astro except that motion rptd

as north. Insufficient data for

evaluation.

ATIC FORM 329 (REV 36 SEP 33)
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SUBJECT: Reoort on Unidentified Airbourne Object

TO : National Investigations Comm. on Aerial Phenomena

Report Ko: 1 MV.'? -- "

During tie evening of 23 October 1957, at about 2015 Central
Standard Time, I was flying a Beechcraft Bonanza from Kanou:)
City, Missouri to Albuquerque, Uew Mexico. With me was a

passenger, who also held a commercial pilot license, ai.d hin

name was Harold Briggs.

At the time of this observation, I was flying in an area of

about 10 miles northwest of Farapa, Texas, on a heading of 210
degrees True and at an altitude of 12,000 feet Above Sea Level.

Actually, I had been cruising at 14,500, tut was in the proceaii
of descending to 10,500, which was ray last altitude clearance
prior to descendirg to a landing at Amarillo for the purpose

of eating dinner.

While descending, I first observed what I tnought to be an
exceptionally bright star on a bearing of approximately 30
degrees to the left of my heading and slightly above my altitude
at that point.. After watching it for a moment or two, I becmiu:
aware that it was moving and coming in ray direction and at a
rather fast rate. I called Pr. Briggs' attention to it and we
watched its approach together. I estimated that it was approxi
mately 40 to 50 miles away from ray position at that moment, it

,-seemed like it was down over Estelline or Silverton, Texas. in

that general neighboorhood anyway.

The weather, at that time was clear and cloudless in the major
portion of the sky area. Stars were plainly visible in all
quadrants except for a storm frontal area some 30 to 40 miles
west and north of my position at that time. I was flying in
a slight turbulence while descending and was bucking into a
steady 28 knot wind from 230 degrees, which was reported for
that area uo to about 15,000 feet. I saw some ligntmng activity
way off on the southeast horizon, but could not see any parti
cular cloud pattern due to the long distance and the darkness.
There was no moon visible at that time.

At first, the object seemed no larger than a pea, held at arma
i", Lt as it rapidly approached us, it became much larger.
It chafed from a round shape to that of an elipse shape but it
lz j^?i,,,it tn make out its exact shape until it reached a
Wafnt in front and a'ove my position. It was then about 5 to 8
miles In front of us and by projecting my eyes downward I fixed
thP nearness by 5 roadway lights. At that point, I could make
™t £ ?»intlY solid eliptical shape with an apparent rounded,
out a faintly so±ia e p ^ brilliantly in a bluish,
upper portion. It was i P ^ had t<) dlscern

^"T' shape iHid have. That, plus the fact that it
^l across, diagonally and above me, made
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it quite difficult to see its true configuration. Also, I

was trying to hold on course wmle descending, so I was di
viding ray attention between ray instruments and the observation.

It did seem, however, to be very brilliantly lit, similar to

an extra intense "cold light" fluorescent light might give off.
I'm not sure if there was any other color about it, but it
seemed, in a fleeting glance, jilst prior to its sudden maneuver

ing, to have had a yellow, white brilliance on the very top of
it. Tnat impression I got just prior to its change in path of
travel.

Just as it was directly in front of us, and approximately 5 to
4 tnousand feet above, it suddenly went into a very rapid,
vertical ascent of some 8 to 10 thousand feet and then, just as
suddenly, it levelled off and continued on its horizontal path.
I observed no pitching attitude of the object when it so rapidly
changed its horizontal path to a climbing path and then back to
the horizontal again. The maneuvers were accomplished in an
apparent level position and that amazed me. In fact, both Briggs
and I discussed that fact for a moment or two trying to figure
out what kind of an airfoil or airfrane could possibly withstand
such an abrupt maneuver without banking or Ditching as a part

of the maneuver.

After it had levelled off at its higher altitude, it continued
on its original north-westerly course and we watched it until it
disappeared inti the unper portion of tae storm clouds some 30 to
40 miles north-we^t of my oosition. Since I was flying a low-
wing aircraft, following its flight path through tne windows was

easy and unrestricted.

The whole time of the sighting had been oerhapss 6 minutes or

slightly more. N:r. Briggs and I discussed its apparent speed
and we both came to the conclusion tnat it must have been in

tne neighborhood of 600 miles per hour, maybe a little more
than that. We figured it by the distance that we estimated that
we had seen it travel as against t-.e time involved.

It had seemed to both of us that, even though it had appeared
mainly as a brightly lit source of light, it had also had the
appearance of a solid elipse and a curvature above the elipse.
The elipse could have actually been a circle which we saw at
an angle, therefore not seeing it perfectly round.

We also determined that when we first saw it, it must have been
moving at an altitude of around 14 or 15 thousand feet and then
finally took off at an altitude of about 25 thousand feet A. S.L.

Its flight path was constant except for the short interval that
it ascended. We saw no smoke or vapor trailand its brightness
remained constant. Neither did it change color or shape.

We could not tell if there was any sound coming from it for the
simple reason that our own aircraft was making enough noise that

we couldn't have heard it anyway.

The object seemed to be self-luminous and we could see no
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reflecting surfaces nor any transparency about it nothing

to indicate any windows or oorts or the like.

We tried to "guestmate" the size of the object, when it was

at its closest point to us and we both agreed that it was

about 40 to 50 feet in its longest eliptical dimension. If
we had actually been watching a complete circle, it would have had
to been the same diameter.

I do not recall seeing any conventional red, green or white
lignts such as would be the normal navigational lights of a
conventional airframe flying around that area at that time of night.

Whatever it was, it aopeared to be travelling under some kind of
intelligent control, but I could see no apparent reason why it made
such a rapid change in altitude unless, whatever was controlling
it, saw our plane and did that to get away from us. That however,

it just conjecture.

A few moments after the disappearance of the object, I contacted
both Dalhart and Aniarillo radios to see if either station had ob
served it, but both reported negative. Dalhart was just beginning
to get rain and their visibility was being limited.

Ivy conclusions:

1. I have no idao what we saw, but I do know that no known

aircraft could possibly have witnstood such a sudden, raiid

change in flight path.

2. Likewise, no known aircraft would have been able to accomplish
such a sudden pull-up maneuver without first having changed

its pitch attitude.

3. The object had no visible navigation or running lifhts of any
kind as required by flight regulations.

4. It could not have been an object in the "falling star,"
raeteoaads classification because of its path of almost total
horizontal, upward and horizontal continuous travel. Even
the estimated size of it would rule out such a classification.

5. It could not have been the result of any kind of weather
inversion or occlusion because of its path tnrough clear,

cloudless air until it went into the clouds.

6. It could not have been any kind of known powered rocket,
mainly because of it visible shape, unusual brilliance and

. its flight path.

7. I must conclude that t"e object was of an unknown, airborne
phenomena, of immense brilliance, travelling at a very rapid
speed and apparently under some kind of remote or inboard

intelligent control.

8. Mr. Harold B riggs, 2301 University Blvd., Albuquerque,

New Mexico was the oassenger and observer of the object with
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me. Mr. Briggs, unfortunately, was killed just outside Yu.ma,
Arizona m a car accident when his car was struck by a tractor-
truck^slid on wet pavement and hit his car with auch impact tnat
he was thrown out and was killed instantly when^his car landed
on top of him. The accident occured in early I960.

So, whereas I.:r. Briggs could have attested to having witnessed
the ohenoraena with me, it must now be considered an unconfirmea
sighting. Although I made notes of this sighting after complet
ing the flight to Albuquerque, I have not bothered to write

down the details until tma day.

Emerson E.

30 August 1966
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"Meteors" in V-formation. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (70.)

23 October. Paducah, Texas. (8:30 a.m.)

Stationary cigar.

The witness in this case was long-time physician Dr. J.S. Stanley:

"He said he saw the object about 8:30 a.m. five miles west of
Paducah. Dr. Stanley said the object was cigar-shaped, gTay in
color, with cross members near each end. He said it was about
a mile south of the highway, about 1,000 feet high. Dr. Stanly
said he watched it several minutes, and it appeared to be sta

tionary." (71.)

23 October. Central Florida.

Senator Smathers is concerned.

As a UFO case it was small potatos but not the aftermath. It seems a
large shiny object hovered high(70,000 feet) over central Florida, the region
of Lake Wales and Polk city(mistakenly called Polk "county" in some reports)
The UFO was probably a skyhook balloon, as was a UFO spotted later over the
city of Jacksonville, but that does not end our story.

The "Sputnik crisis" evidently made the public less patient with the
military Complaints were made and Senator George A. Smathers (D-Fla.)
was quick to act. (See teletype message below) He phoned General Jones on

October 25th and demanded a report on the incident.

WA/V9AUASHINGT0N.1'N0vV;tl8.'--(Up')--tHE AIR FORCE SAID'TODAY THAT -FLYING
SAUCERS- REPORTED OVER JACKSONVILLE AND POLK COUNTY, FLORIDA,' LATE'LAST
MONTH HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED TENTATIVELY AS A SINGLE LARGE WEATHER

BALLOON DRIFTING.'OVER THE STATE.

^SILVE^COLORED^^ONScARrREGuURLY USED T
INSTRUMENTS.'ALOFr.TOrcATHER.;«EATHER- INFORMATION

USED TO CARRY "METEOROLOGICAL!":^1
(MATION. ' •' •' "-."■-.■W-;

The Florida paperwork was delivered by special messenger later that very
day directly to Major L.J. Tacker of BLUE BOOK. By October 28th Tacker had
prepared an answer. This reply was padded with a standard press release
sent out to anyone, and little else. Tacker excused that by saying that
findings by BLUE BOOK, if any, would be forwarded to the Senator's office
as soon as it is received by Air Force Headquarters. (See letter)
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1. DATE

23 October 1957
1. DATE-TIME CROUP

r.MT24/0235Z

i. PHOTOS

a Y..

XdN.

7. LENGTH OP OBSERVATION

3-5 seconds

2- LOCATION

Corpus Chnsti, Texas

*■ TYPE OF OBSERVATION

XO Gm<ai4-VI>u.l O

□ Air.Vl.ua! D Alr-li

i- source1

Civilian

«- NUMBER OP OBJECTS

three

'- course

not given

IX CONCLUSIONS

O Wo. Bollooo

O Probobly Bolloo.

□ Wot Alrcr«/f

□ Prolxblf Airer.fl

••'Meteor
r

D PosalU?

O

O ln«ufllc<« r Ev«lv«tia

10. BRIEP SUMMARY OP S16HTIHO

Round object, size of a car, yellow,

three in "V" formation, luminous

trail, traveling in n straight line.

COUMENTS

Description conforms to bolide

observation after breaking up.

Case evaluated as meteor sighting.

in oikv z» s
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON

omc« or TH* a

28 October 1957

Dear Captain Elwood:

Senator«KflBBHS38ft office called Brigadier General
C D Jones Deputy Director of the Office of legislative Liaison

vith reference to a large gondola-shaped Unidentified Flying Object
which hovered over Popi County, Florida at approximately 60,000

feet at lllOO hours on Wednesday, 23 October 1957-

SenatorWHHR^ was concerned because local residents called

the Miami Filter Center, the ISOs at Plnecastle and MacDiXL Air
Force Bases and the Security Officer at Patrick Air Force Base with
negative results. Allegedly all of these individuals Indicated that
they had no idea what the object was and made no effortto investigate.

The people are disturbed about this attitude on the part of

the Air Force and feel that the Air Force's responsibility was not

fulfilled. This sighting should have been reported to your head

quarters ijnmediately in accordance with AFR 200-2, dated 12 August

Will you please checi. your records to see if this sighting was

reported to your headquarters from any other source. If an

identification or evaluation of this sighting is possible, please

send the results to ae as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

/Officer

Public Information Division

Office of Information Services

Captain Wallace V. Elwood . VJ3AF

Assistant Adjutant

Air Technical In£.elllgeJ3ce Center

Wright-Patterson'Air Force BaBe

Dayton, Ohio
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Tacker hand carried his proposed draft to the M§0 Branch for approval

before General Jones' signature. The last two paragraphs deal with the pub

lic complaints:

"The Air Force does not consider the unidentified aerial ob

jects question a dead issue and will continue to use the ser

vices of qualified scientists and technicians in the inves

tigation and analysis of each reported case with only one end

in view, to establish the truth.

"A copy of our letter to the Air Technical Intelligence Cen

ter, has been forwarded to each of the Commanders of the Air

Force activities involved in Florida, in order to preclude

the possibility of any indifference with respect to this sub-

ject." (72.)

Perhaps little of apparent consequences resulted from the Florida case

but it did put the Air Force on the defensive for once. NICAP wanted Con

gress to get involved and Sputnik may have helped the process along.

23 October. NIKE installation 15 miles from Loring AFB, Maine.

"As big as an aircraft carrier.!'

In contrast to the Air Force's treatment of UFOs, the U.S. Army awarded a
letter of commendation for making a good UFO report. (See article) The

story also makes the interesting statement that strange radio signals here

being picked up.

24 October. Near St. Francis, Louisiana. (1:00 a.m.)

"We chased something in our car." (See clipping)

24 October. Gold Beach, Oregon. (9:00 p.m.)

A truck driver viewed a strange object moving slowing and emitting a

bright orange light. It swayed back and forth during its forward flight.

At one tune it hovered briefly. (See drawing below by witness) (73.)
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'Mystery'Object'/Seen Week'
Ago, Say 2 Alexandria Girls
Alexandria and this area have

^v" entered in the "mjstenous ob-
^ 5 jeer* picture!

In fact, according to a 19-year

,f old typist for the Magnolia Petrol-
V r*_ r_ ii ,._J _L_ 1

-* J 'M MIIm an Hour* '

""We tried to catch up 'with the
thing and went as fast as 80 mUes

an'hour By then we trought it

X euraCo.in Alexandria, she and -wasn't a truck although we kept
* ""- each other it probably was

•left the spillway
*> ■ a girl friend saw an object ""just

like they described In thej>apers"

a -*ppk before reports start-

[bwuig in from western Teiai
and New Mexico about persons

having seen a buge oval-object in

that area

ant's eyes lit up almost Uke the

"Afta

r.Awrci oni; r

J/T "called until some "man iv
awered and 1 told "him what we'd
wen Hfl told ro« to go on. that It

was probably a truck In the road

nth bright lights - • i

'"I have a Magnolia credit card

so when we got toTUansura we
Mm, tn'finH f> Xfnhn rfatlnn W. '

'-'It rose in the "-fa- on the left

side 0/ the road and still appear

ed .as t«o red lights. Tbeo It

turned Jnto one big'light like a

headlight and we'said it was the
headlight of an approaching car

t and you

4oae d we had run out at gas out! m\ " - -"T" ™. T?,,. "
on the highway w.tb that .thing'make *°« out of this thing but
around

'We tound a station I
bridge there was a small mad off

the highway to the ,nght and we- ...

sped up to get there The tag' c'"" *' • «?"'J° "" b°UM °«<
looked hke It had turned off on d°°r a"d .'*"* '". ma" vh"
this road, but »hen we got there came to °" door " ht WKe u"till arc3 uuj iuiiu, um f*ucu "c kui uicic ,.

Pert redheaded Audrey Ery- .11. Y«.l on '!», road. TOen we °*£t0"'U"' sUl'On

we couldn't. This was the last

time we taw the light-*" J

Asked about whether her car

stalled or the lights go out, as

had been reported In west Texas

»«*. , our lights didn I

rf dWoked ahead on the highway there
object she described ;as she* told f" K was to front of
of ha.ing seen the 'rfrange oval' **!* Was real big — about the
while she and Jill Eldred, 13. a S"6 of that wall." ahe said point-

secretary at the State Cqlony and Ing to ao area about '15 feet

n't and* that the go out buy they did1 %ti dim one

Training School, ,*ere renn-ning

from St Francisvflle on Thurs
day night, Oct. 14, after a visit

With Jill's sister. _ - ,

"I was scared to mention it to

the newspapers vfor fear they
would think I was crazy or some

thing," ,'Audrey said today "AH
the.'peupie in the office here

thought I Jiafl gone out .of my

mind when ) told them" £
?In Audrey*i owi?

the account._, ' \
"Jll dj

s, here is

"Jill and J.were coming* back

from 'SL .■FraUosTJu'e Thursday

night 'It was?eaf iat«, nearly one
o'ciock" in the morning, ',J guess.
I was driving1 ihe'£arf; a >IS55,
Ford, ami Jill wastrylni to sleep*
on the seat Reside me." V." '
°T law a smau red hght ahead

ln'the distance that looked like the
tail light of jl track or'somethlng.

- We >ere ^jroaching ,the Mor-
gaftza spillway and I awoke 3U1

tand,(old her'to loot at ft.-. ,J
^ .Tff« agreed.thalUl iousf be a
- truck's (ail light, but S Was really
^Wgger.tban that. When.we>got to

taken tor* a, truck* was ithe .o->'
pToaeh to the bndge BuL the light

was- atiQ there further down the

highway-_ / - .- ; *. !

squhre I would estimate that It

was about two city blocks fit front

of us; although I'm tut very good

nt estimating distances

iYou can 'imagine how Scared

we were Jill kept saying, -•'Are"
you .sure we're seeing> all Uiis**

And then she d start crying When
she'd stop' tnen I'd star^'.

' 'The tbmg moved of/ the high

'He aid be f __, _ .

oilier Hved on the other side of time. The motor never did conk

'own- - ' ' * ' * | out or tnn aeem
' We "»ent on to an "Esso stauon ■ \ra% wrona " r ' '

y

Sometime;
When *«= got pretty dose, gj1, *? ^'^ *
itimes it Jooke*d Hke A was ""'* ** was P""'

said he uould * •< i " t
"I to[d him the story aboul Ihe

object find asked him where' I
could get In touch with the police
We vere going to ask them to

escort oi to Alexandria. _ -

-. "HOT^ever. he told us" that Uy/-e

were no state police around so «e

try lo gel home.

right In front (if ds apa sometimes' wf MW Jum at ^ badt ot *« carg tf u apa wmelunes
way off like a lifflc'jlght It was
ut Tik flikfe th
y

just Tike newspa-

he tnda't-"

our license "oumber.

ht" he would call the po-
! we were ,crazy, but'per? —"fcn the tdauside, in the air,

tut neve >o'-far away; .. ■

\ "It was bu$e at tiroes and then J *The oext Part of tte Kory,'Aud-
would shrmVbp rlgct before our" nv&tfained. didtnotappear in

an/of, the accounts njejias read

;,''After we passed thnragh Sini-
Diesport-the thing iepf ippear-

Jng. JUy knees ipere jeaHy knock-
>§ We stopped'*>>a house Sear

highway ana naturally a.t this
"f at the'iught there «as no-

about 'the

?5£
said they went Fran-

ds\Dle mree day» later and cime

back bon-*"* about JSf pjn "We [
wanted to see if it >*QuId appear

again," she said. *"-t jt, , {

"However, liiere was- too much'
traffic on the highway at that(

time of night and we didn't see

it. Tie first time there ^ra^ no J
tralDc *t afl " V_ .- ;

.*T?e .even toot another., girl j

fnend 1"tnih as' to proye^ to her
that rucb^ obiect .existed,". sbV

[ think the. thing Is from 'an
other/planet ic 'Jrom ^Ruiaa ** j
she"l cpndadei ?**Aad'"I';thlnk|
tbere'i moriejthan' one."^*i f *\

She continued ^

sura jtnd didn't see he.thinfc rar
' abodt is'pfies.' We,thought ihli
,wasrtrpoably'llie"end of iL ' t.

''• "Tben *o"MW-fwo'BltIe'.hghU
?in the (lbUnce-ihead it us 'We
Itned to assure onrselves 'that'll
[was just cUfl 'ilghls. 'Then' .
'itarted getting bigger "and blink"
| ffd "

_ tot borne *o0 told thei"!

frtory. Dai saU fajpfdoasrr. 7*
josi a 1warning "(or you_*snd 'Jill

1 to" stay* off the" bJgtorayi.fct ]h*t
ttma ef ptght!.'**-j'tis,' ' r \\ *' -'-

$fy*\ jpeopta'jfiSo ->rorfc 'ftnth
-Aoarer vtrify"- Shat 'tins ')> ithe
^OT7;»fcttokJ'tiVm over a week

'■^udjrojr* uvei'JwRh" .bei;;parentj
at .405 Rrsl Tfcw T*inevflle 'Jill

fato {rve^-fa'pinevilie'iit UO Ros-



24 October. The Ubatuba fidgment tests go forward.

A second Hilger Spectrograph anal>sis b> the Brazilian Mineral Production •
Laborator)- by Elson Teixeira(who had done 50,000 such tests during his career)
was conducted on the Ubatuba fragments using special contiols to obtain the
best possible results to see if the purity of the samples was absolute.
AtniObpheric contaminants were carefully eliminated and the electrodes on

the Hilger unit cleaned uith great care
The results weie the saire as the first test conducted b> Or. Barbosa

back on September 50th. The next step was to determine the prepense of

any non-metallic material. (.74 ) ,

25 Octobei . Milwaukee, Uisconsm (2b/0036Z)

About a dozen UFOs pass ovei Milwaukee m an imerted V-formation in 4
seconds. (.See BLUE BOOK file card) (75.)

2b October. The Air Force seeks help

annarpntlv SDecial Report ffl4 was not felt to be enough to take the pres-
sureTff SeyAi? Force so the men in blue approached Dr. H.P Robertson who
chined the 1953 CIA UFO panel. The Air Force requested a release of the
classified conclusions reached b> the men of great scientific prestige The
conclusions, which were negative, apparently were wanted because they would

Strong of the CIA's
Intelligence Division. In turn

In fact, to this day, there is no assurance everything that tran-

SsK ski-. M'ss.r.s r^?ss»«
December 20, 1957, long after the big Fall UFO wave, so the request was of no
immediate help to the militar). (76.)

Late Octooer. South Lee, Massachusetts. (Between 2 and 5 a.m.)

"Things" that go bump in the night.

The Reverend Albert Bailer of Greenfield, Massachusetts, was considered a
,espected colleague b> officials of CSI New York, so when he submitted an
highly unusual UFO report they gave great weight to it. II there was some-
thin" lackino in the account, it was the responsibility of the witnesses, a
Mr and Mrs. Potter of South Lee, Massachusetts. The potters were inter-
viewed on M3RK on November 6th. The Reverend Bailer followed up on the lead
and personally questioned the couple In a letter to CSI, Reverend Bailer

said:

"Between 2 and 5am. the Potters were awakened by a noise
like a jet about to land - 'but not Teally like a jet either.'
Looking out of their bedroom window, they saw the back yard
illuminated by light that came around the corner of the house
from a source that was then invisible. The lighted aici 'went
bright and dim, blight and dim,1 and they could see thux il.uk
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2°. October 1"57

1. DATE-TlUe CROUP

J. PHOTOJ

a Y..

xa h.

7. LEHOTH OF OMERVATIOM

four seconds

2. LOCATION

Milwaukee. iVisconsm

i- TYPE OF OBSERVATION

a ai».v.wsi

4. SOUtlCE

Clvilian

«. NUMBER OF OBJECTS » COURSE

R - 1-1 not c^lven

CONCLUSIONS

P-sbcil, BJI.

P....bJT B^l.

o. BaieF suuMJinr of sichtimc

Ei;:ht to fourtcon dijc like objects

size of n pen at arm's length. Dim

orange-yellow steady coloi. No sound.

Straight path. V.inialicl,

II. COUMBNJi

Color, flight path L length of

indicate a meteor.
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figures moving around, that 'kept bumping into things and

making a lot of racket.' The 'jet' noise had been replaced by

a high-pitched whining sound; 'it made my head ache all the

time,' Mrs. Potter said. 'After a while' Mr. Potter shouted

at the 'things' to go away, and they ran behind a shed. About

then, the source of the light moved around the corner of the
house. It was 'a kind of floating thing, about two feet from

the ground and about six feet from the ground at the top.' It

was 'sort of withoutfsic] any sharp or clear shape, but gave
out light in front of it and under it; it was dark behind it.'

The figures 'moved away,' and the object moved off 'up the

hill,' then into the sky. In the morning the Potters found

the high grass in the next field matted down, objects near

the shed kicked over, and a shovel broken." (77.)

26(approximately) October. Marion, Indiana. (11:00)

"Under strict orders?"

CSI New York member H.L. Williams was informed:

"At 11:00 p.m., out of a clear sky, an object with an estimated

diameter of 30-35 feet, showing an orange rim on the leading edge
and green flame on the trailing edge, swooped over the center of

Marion. The sky was clear; the object came in low from the east-

northeast, swooped down, and disappeared, going at a very low

altitude, to the south. Among those who saw it were two men who

had known each other since high school; one was then in the SAC

(Strategic Air Command). Although both men had just seen the UFO,

the SAC man refused to say a word about what they had just seen,

stating that he was under strict orders not to discuss UFO

activities with amone." (78.)

H iso f>.rt,

msr snr <a» acT.



27 October. Tulsa, Oklahoma, (a little after 7.00 p.m.)

"I've never seen anything like it before m my life." (See below)

AS FOR THIS ONE, ALL WE KNOW ABOUT

It Is what 0 W AJtison tells us He's

a retired bus driver, lives at 209 S Toledo, and
ve have no reason to doubt his word No reason,

that Is, except our own incredulity

"Did jou," he opened up the conversation,

' have any reports of strange objects in the sky

Sunday nighf A satellite or something0"

"No ' we said "I haven't heard ot anything

like that Wl.j'"'

"My tuo bo>s and I, and also some fnends

that I called, saw something And I've never

seen an>thin? lit-e it beiore In my life"

^Vhen we piessed him for details he related
that his joungest son. Jimmv. 11. was outside

a little after 7 Sunday night Suddenly the boy

came g3llopir? in to report a strange, unidenti

fiable ooject in the sky

"'I didn't pay am* attention," Allison said "But,

a little later my 15-year-old boy, Bill, sauntered

outside and in a moment he, too, was yelling that,

sure enough, there was something up there

"I went out And. like I said, I've never seen

anything hk? it in my life It was in the south

western sky from my house And it was traveling

fast

1 What'd it look like7 Well if jou take a rub

ber ball and squeeze in on opposite sides a little

bit, it's something hke that thing Like a pump

kin, sort of Bui instead of its edges being

nnnd, thej wcie sharper

"On to1) of it was a sort of antenna, with a

foi'.v—a V— ard it was throwing off a green-

ish-brovn light fiom its center Yes, a gieemsh-

biown light, that's the oniy way I can describe

it And in the center of the thing a light was

sort 01 going on and off—like opening and. closing

a door "

Albson said he raced into his house and phoned

se\ eral fi tencs Some of them later reported
seeing the object But he had no luck in getting

confirmation from the airpoit or radio stations

"I don't know *nat it was," he sighed. "All

T know was that we saw it Plain as day. And

I'd sure JtJce ti know If anyone else saw It."

Ho
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27 October. Preston, Ontario, Canada.

"I could hardly believe my eyes." (See clipping below)

ETenmg Reporter.'Golr,~WeJ.,'NoY.'-6.-1957

Local Family Sees Sirange

Object Like Ball 0! Fire
A v-eek

Mr. acd Mrs cr£e"Himes, son,
d M DNorman, 21, and Miss Donna.

Huc'er were motoring east on

Eag'e street, Preston The time
was 5 o'clock. They were pro

ceeding homeward to Gait after

a pleasant alternooo's drive.

As the. car approached the
Drr.e-Tn Theatre, Norm sudden
ly exclaimed. "Xook, dad —
what's that'" "Norm-was pointing
to the Eastern horizon.

WHAT WAS IT

"Well I'll be - - " George
commenced, but caught himself

■*□ b'rae "Pull in," be ordered.
.Norm d:d acd for two to t.rce

| mmufes all /our watchud a cret.

ucird. circular «h>ct (lashing! -Thanks to Sputilk and Mjtt-i'-<
across the nea\ens. The party scoffers are becoming (ewer acd
'were sitting immediately in frontlfe-ver
cf a popular barbecue. Meanwhile, GaU radio acd T-Vt

\ But. let George tell it In his'enthusiasts arc receiving'
io\vn words

"I could
e>cs " he said today >fFar in the
djstance,^e saw a pinkish bail
,of fire streak across the beav

Then it racketed into a cloud
bank acd vanished. It was travel
ling in a southerly direction. "We
all realized it "wasn't a plane

because it was moving far fast

er than any pbne could, and.

furthermore, ^as perfectly
round "

KEEP IT SECRET

Hurr.cdly the litt'e group de
cided to say nothing aboat it less

they be accused of "seeing
things "

But, this week, after reading

accounts of sim.iar signtings in
various ports of Canada and the

United States. George decided
to reiease his /amtf>'s Lt'Je se-

strange. une\plic2ble _ ._,

'I coirfci hardly beUe\e rn> their sets yfK-re arc U ey ccrr.-j,
' from act! from whom7

Who knows? One guess is ar

o s

■eas^lt was about tbe^siie of a
'soccer balT. Jt was visible for,
(passioly two_Jo three rrunutcs.

g

Rood as arotrxr, as Rlr Hunes

freely admitted "We have no ^ l-
ea what it was." he said". "/J!
no krow.Is that we saw 'it'

SfateL^iay
CHARLEVOIX. Qrt 3 0 —

Undcrshcnrt Richard Zink of
Petoskey claimed he saw a
mysterious, lighted object zlj-

zajging through the sky earlyl
list njght over Lake Michigan,

which may have been a flying
saucer. ]

He declared flatly !
"IT It wasn't, I don't Itno\T '

Ballinger, Robert.West and

Richard Kntcher of Petoskey,

u-ere together and v. atched the

object for five or six minutes
during which it changed colora

from dark red to orange and
yellow and. abruptly changed

directions several times.

They said a halo appeared
around the edges o. the bright
object before it zipped out of

sight ■ •

29 October. Petoskey, Michigan. (6.30 p.m.)

"If it hasn't, I don't know *%h,it it uas." (Sec cl ipping above)

29 Octobei. Selma?, Alabama.

An Air Force Captain, apparently at his home in Selma, Alabama, observed

a huge glouing o\al-shaped body that gobbled and pulsated. (Sec letter to

NIG\r)

29 Octobei. Biooklyn, Neu YotK (6 30 p.m.)
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it approximate]./ 2230 hours on 29 October, 1957, I was

attempting to listen to a portable radio while going to sleep.

There was an unusual amount of static, Baking reception iapoas-

ible. I had Just put th« r«iio down when another person called

uy attention to an object outside which he said he had been

watching for about 5 minutes. About 25 degrees above the horizon

was an ellipsoid which appeared to ba 150 feet through its

major horizontal plane aid 30 feet thick. It was at approxLsiately

?,000 feet of altitude and near 2 miles away. The object was a

glowing orangish red around the perimeter of the profile but

gradually blended to a yellow in the center. The effect was much

like a color wheel blending, from red on the perimeter, through

orange, to yellow at the center.

As I watched the object, it began to wobble; slowly at first

then more rapidly. The movement was about an axis through the

center of the object as we viewed it and parallel to the earth's

surface.

This lasted for about 10 seconds then it began to pulsate. The

interval of the pulses was 1 1/2—2 seconds. During the pulses

the intensity of the orange color becsne greater and the entire

' object became this same color. After pulsating for 20-30 seconds

If"' T
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the object began to more slowly assy from the original position.

Vhen its bearing had changed about 10 degrees it began to nobble

again and ttie lateral novement atopped. The object, now stationary*

stopped nobbling and began to pulsate again. This pattern was

repeated h or 5 tinea with the object Moving, wobbling, stopping,

pulsating, then moving again.

During the course of the observation the object moved so

that the building blocked our view and we moved to another room

to watch it, Fron this new room we watched it for about 8 minutes.

After watching it for a total of kotb than 20 minutes, during

which time it had moved through 1»5 degrees of are, it began to

move away, accelerating, until it was indistinguishable from the

stars.

Some observations concerning the sighting:

1) A florescent lanp flickered badly while the object waa

near but had been working properly earlier in the evening and

functioned properly after the object had left the area. Regular

lights were unaffected. (The fact that other lighting systems

were not effected seems quite odd to me and makes ne wonder if

the florescent failure was not just coincidental.)

2) There was an unusual anount of static on all radios that

were checked (five or sir) while the object was near which cleared

up after the object left.

3) There is an elevated high power transmission line

crossing the countryside-at the approximate position of the

object's first sighting. (The first person to see it stated that

he watched it hang motionless at this spot for about 5 minutes.)

:-:i£i
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k) It waa a dear night with little or no.cloud cover.

The nind waa very light, In our faces aa we watched the object.

The object moved from our right to our left, at a 90 degree

angle to any wind present.

5) Th» object was observed by at least 5 people.

6) Object waa observed through binoculars, through window-

pme, and with the unaided eye.

I am a captain in the United States Air Force with a pilot

rating and 500 hours of combat. The object sighted oa 29 October,

1957 was unlike anything I had seen before or have seen since.

It did not conform to the visual or flight characteristics of

any aerial craft known to me. It is my believe that it waa a

controlled vehicle developed by a technology unknown to us.

Verification of this sighting will be furnished upon request.

Addresses of witnessea will be supplied to legitimate research

organizations upon request.

Capt USAF
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At 6 50 p.m. October 29th Mrs. Gambom and her two young children spotted

an odd orange-colored light that flicked on and off. It came out of the

north, slowed until almost to a stop directly overhead, circled, and then

sped south. Mrs. Gamboni had to get supper on the table so she went to the
kitchen, leaving her two sons to keep watch. Within five minutes the boys

alerted her to the appearance to a dull orange light that sailed overhead.

Mrs. Gamboni returned to the roof, arriving in time to witness the appearance

of a whole group of lights/objects. A V-formation of odd discs, each one the

size of a half-dollar, three on a side and one at the point, glided silently

overhead with terrific speed, passing out of sight in seconds. A call to

Floyd Bennett Field determined that no air traffic was in the area at the

tune. (79.)

30 October. Calveston, Texas.

Hanging over the Gulf of Mexico.

Our sourse states.

"Galveston residents watched in awe as a UTO flew across the

sky, changing colores from yellow to lavender and hanging for five

minutes over the Gulf of Mexico. Radio station KILE disc jockey

Steve Can)on said he and two other men at the station watched the

object for about an hour. The station switchboard received from

50 to 60 calls, he said, from persons who also saw the object.

Canyon said it came from the southwest and moved at a 'terrific

rate of speed' directl) over the city. He said it appeared as

large as a billiard ball." (80.)

30 October. Casper, Wyoming

Highway terror

According to a Casper newspaper and a NICAP report form two young people

in their late teens had an amazing encounter. It seems Shirley Moyer and

Hugli Pulju were jo> riding in their new car(a 1957 model)on a county road

ten miles north of the city of Casper at 9:00 p.m. October 30th. While

they were speeding along, an object blocking the road came into view. Some

250 feet away when first sighted, the shiny object appearing as "big as a

house," a huge bulkw-ith "two pointed peaks on it." Ilalfw.n up its side it

glowed like aluminum. (81.)

As the distance between the car and the UFO grew shorter, the young

couple could see that the object was a saucer-shaped thing hovering about

one and a half feet above the asphalt. The UFO was an estimated 15 feet in

thickness and some 30 feet long, a big oval sharply outlined by the car's

headlights. (82.) The surface of the UFO had a dull aluminum-like

finish that shone brightly when the car's headlight hit it. In some ies-

pects the UFO was self-luminous, giving off a faint eerie glow.

Encountering something beyond their ken in a remote, uninhabited area of

sagebruash and sand dunes was an emotional experience. Mis^ Moyer told the

press. "I've been scared before, but that thing had me petrified." (85.)

Hugh spun the steering wheel to make a fast U-turn. He almost didn't make

it because the car's engine began to act up, cutting out and operating in a

sluggish manner when it did turn over. A few moments later, when the two

young people managed an escape, the car's engine gave them no trouble. (84.)



30 Octobei Neil Uillums, \i l.oiu.

Zig-zagged o\ er the highw.i)

An item found in Saueei News tolls us

"On the evening of October 50th, J.C. Keys, a resident of lulliams,

Arizona, was driving his truck along Route 66, near Uilliams, when

he made a most unusual saucer sighting. The object, according to

Keys, was globe-shaped, and was 30 feet in diameter v.ith a rigid

antenna about 80 feet long extending from it. It was about 150 feet

ahead of him, 100 feet above the highway, and traveling at an es

timated 500 miles per hour. The most peculiar thing was that the

object flew over the highway from north to south, and then suddenly

stopped and reversed itself repeating this strange flight pattern
several times. The UFO was in view for 2 minutes in all, and made

no sound " (85 )

30 Octobei Carbonado, Uaslungton.

TV, radio, and house lights go out.

A story m Fl}ing Saucer Digest states.

"Sixteen-year-old twin brothers reported seeing a 'big and blue'

flying object that made a strange noise at 5:45 p.m. The object

knocked out TV and radio broadcasting reception and caused the

house lights to dun and pulsate. 'As the noise got louder the TV
got diminei,' said David V.elcome, who backed up brother Donald,

'Then the TV, radio and house lights went out.1 The brothers'
said they saw the object pass over their home and then disappear
behind a hill several thousand feet away. His paients and other

brothers heard the noise and, saw the light, too, David said "

(86.)

30 October. Off Vancouver Island, west coast of Canada, (no time)

The Nanaimo fishing boat Jo-Joe's last reported position was off Vancouver

Island. The vessel, or what was believed to be the remains of the craft, was
sighted a number of days later under some mysterious circumstances.

30 October. McCall, North Carolina.

Hovering over a pond.

A press report said

"Gene Giangei of Me Call said his brother-in-law, Boi.den 1,lei,

lyler's nephew, Buddy Jacobs, saw a dark object hovmg over Red

Bluff Pond, where thev were fishing last Wednesday night[October

30th].

"The men ran to Granger's home and said the object appeared to

be about the size of an automobile, was about 70 feet up and had

an engine that sounded like a dj.^sel." (87.)

31 October. Longchaumoise, France. (0005 hours)

Hovered close to the ground.

According to the INTCAT catalogue.

"A businessman and his wife saw a large lighted object with

openings, which hovered close to ground level and took off

with a great increase in brightness, silently at very high
speed." (88.)
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31 October. Lumberton, North Carolina. (8:00 p.m.)

Auto stalled.

A South Carolina newspaper said a Mrs. Barbara Jean Stokes of Lumberton, her

husband, and some neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Jean Sinclair, observed a huge, red-

glowing object hovering above a road at 8:00 p.m. October 31st. One account

says the object v,as "200 feet long," while another says the object was hovering

"200 feet in the air." Its not clear which is true. When first spotted the

UFO was stationary but within seconds after being sighted the UFO did some

thing that caused the witnesses to flee. Mrs. Stokes was quoted as saying the
object: "...raised straight up, then flamed..." (89.) The UFO then shot
straight up out of sight. When the object "flamed" [jet-like exhaust?], Mrs.

Stokes tells us her car stalled. (90.)

End of October. Oka, Quebec, Canada. (10:30 p.m.)

Strangest of all.

As told to Canadian UFO investigator Gilles Cote

"Jeanne Chene, 25, was going home alone in Oka, Quebec, when sud
denly, near the Shell Service Station she saw a fuzzy disc like
the reflection from a powerful searchlight on a white Kail. She
was surprised to see that this reflection of light was standing in
mid-air, there was no beam of light from which it could be pro

jected, no obstacle to simulate a screen, and there has no sound

coming from it.

"The disc could be at least 4 feet in diameter, rotating fast,

had a vertical motion up and down varying from six to twelve feet

from the ground. Jeanne was riding her bicycle and decided to

head for home as she became very frightened. It followed her at

close range (5 to 6 feet) all the way to the next street keeping
sideways over the ditch as on that side of the road there were no

houses, and passing under the trees, it kept exactly the same

speed as the bicyclist, while keeping its up and down motion.

"At the intersection of the next block, Jeanne stopped, hoping
it would keep going, but it stopped and remained stead), as jf

fixed to the tree behind.

"At this point Jeanne decided to turn around, hoping to lose it,
but in vain, and as she neared another street she found a woman.

She asked her if she could see the light. She said yes, and also

became frightened. As they were watching, a group of young

people came by and observed the bright disc which was now in
front of the top edge of the roof of the house across the street.

"It was then that the light changed its shape from circular to

an elongated ribbon oscillating in waves and then left at a tre
mendous speed towards the lake where it went out of sight. Total

number of witnesses was 20 and length of sighting was 15 minutes.

(91.)
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End of October. Senate Office Building Room 350. (2:00 p.m.)

NICAP director Donald Keyhoe met with Mr. Healy, Chief Investigator of the

Government Operations Committee. Chaired by Senator McClellan, it was this

committee that could really put the heat on the Air Force. Healy informed

Keyhoe that the Air Force was denying NICAPrs claims but it was not supplying

details to prove their explanations. It was the same old story. Special Re
port #14 was suppose to be the last word on the subject, but the fact that

Healy zeroed in on the lack of elaboration showed that he was more than a

school kid writing the Pentagon on behalf of a homework assignment.
Actually, it wouldn't do to discuss Special Report f/14 during a Congress

ional hearing, because that might mean looking passed the conclusions and

scutinizing the data and thereby having to explain some embarrassing statistics
like those numbers that showed the best observers here reporting most of the

unknowns! The situation called for the Air Force's "ace in the hole," the

January 1953 UFO panel recommendations. Healy told Keyhoe the release of the
documents was being arranged by the Central Intelligence Agency. Word that
the panel deliberations were to be declassified did not concern Keyhoe so m>uch,

perhaps due to ignorance of the what occurred, but the mention of the CIA's
role excited the NICAP director. Keyhoe felt it proved the CIA was in charge

of UFO investigations instead of the Air Force. Healy steered the conversation
away from the CIA, probably realizing he had made a slip of tongue.

Keyhoe went on to relate the troubles he had had with the Air Force in his
attempts to gam access to military files. Healy felt NICAP's complains

might have some merit. (92.) —====_„__

1 November. Paris, France.

"Cable from Mars to France.'

1 November. South Africa.

(See clipping)

(9:15 - afternoon)
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Sabre jet fighters of the South African Air Force
were put on alert when unexplained objects were re

ported over Pretoria and Johannesberg. Some details
follow:

"More than 50 workers at the Luipaardsvlei mine

office watched one of the objects hanging motion
less in the air at a great height from 9:15 a.m.

until afternoon. A jet was sent to search for

the objects. When it had climbed to its maximum
height of more than 45,000 feet observers on the
ground said one of the objects was then several

thousand feet higher than the plane. Among those
who saw it was Major G. Ogilvic-Watson, O.C. of
an A.C.F. squadron at Pretoria. The two objects

eventually moved off at high speed." (93.)

Another source stated: "Intelligence men assume that the objects were some
form of physical phenomena." (94.)
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1 November. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

"I watched spellbound."

(Morning)
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UFO activity began to pick up in Texas and New Mexico. The morning of
November 1st a Mrs. Elwell had just gotten out of bed and was enjoying the
view out of her kitchen window. Her home on the outskirts of Albuquerque

was situated on West Mesa which made the Sandia Mountains clearly visible.
While drinking some coffee she noticed something else besides the sunrise.
Just above the Sandias was a comet-like object with a tail, a thing that
pulsated and radiated white hot heat waves.

During the first minutes of her vigil the thing remained stationary. After

about three minutes or so the UFO began to rise slowly(no information was
supplied about when or how the UFO was last observed). (95.)

1 November. Ballinger, Texas. (2:00 a.m.)

An "egg?"

An investigator named James Lee of Abilene, Texas, taped interviews of
various UFO witnesses during this period. One was an oil driller who served
as a Baptist minister on Sundays. We don't know much, but it seems the
part time pastor and his oil crew were working an oil rig that was located
near the city of Ballinger early (2:00 a.m.) Friday when they all spotted an

"egg." (90.)

1 November. Huntington, West Virginia. (2230Z)

It was on top of the house.

The witness was employed as a Supervisor, Traffic Department, Chesapeake

and Potomas Telephone Company. She also had been a science major in'High

School. Why would she tell a wild story? (See Spot Intelligence Report and

observer's drawing) (97.)

2 November. Youngstown, Ohio. (Early morning)

"Tardy Halloween Spook?"

Mary McCullough and Sandy Miller were waitresses at a Youngstown, Ohio,

restaurant and worked the night shift. Early Saturday morning the two women

were driving home after work on Vestal Road near Four Mile Cemetery when a

fiery-looking "something" appeared some distance ahead. Mrs. McCullough's

initial impression was that she was looking at a lighted window but that idea

was quickly abandoned when it became apparent the light source was moving.

One of the women said the thing appeared to be a "large object," while the

other gal got the impression the thing was "smaller than a man and egg-shaped."

The glowing thing moved away as the women's car turned on to Crum Road.

Suddenly, thing came into view zipping along through the cemetery just a few

feet in the air and coming to rest on the surface of Raccoon Road. The ladies

turned off Crum and on to Raccoon, and when the car approached the object, the

thing left the road and flew over into an open field next to the residence of a
Mr. Micael Staffery. The UFO didn't stay long, quickly flying away. It was

not seen again. A reporter for a local newspaper, hearing of the report, ask

ed "Was it a tard) Halloween spook?" (98 )

I (November. Southern Dominican Republic. (1:00 n.m.)

Sciange bodies in "Y" formation.

A pi ess report states.

"lour strange objects of unknown origin looking like what ib called

'fj)ing saucers' ueie sighted at the first hour [1.00 a.m.?] of
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Kq, D03, File 3DO 24-103, SPOT I"TrXLIOE!IC5 Pi-TORT, Subj: Unidentified Flying

Object sighted at 1677 Dith Avenue, Huntington, West Virginia, at approximtuly

22307., 1 November 1957.

^ttmbrelated that on 1 Mover.iber 1957, She had first heard & crrsh, then

a sound like a Jet engine and then a "beeping'noise. Sh? wc-nt outside h;r ho^.e

and upon looking up towards her roof, she sew an oo'V-ct that appeared like two

(2) hemispheres joined off center. She described^.).', object ns metallic in
appearance an'J about the size of an autonobilu- Sh_- advised that the bottom

half of the object appeared to be supplying the poviir and addtjd thit it ap

to revolve- or vibrate. She addtd that there appaarod to be a sr^;ll red light

(about tha size of a parking light) at the a>:it. of tho lover rc--.i:>phere which

was a steady light. She stated thit about two (2) it-cords after she hid entered

her rear yard and saw the object "on top of her hou5_e_"/*~t!ic object started to
ascend straight up nnd \~o.z out of sight in about one (1) impute. She do3crlbed

the object as circular fron the bottom as it wsnt upwards end urld'.d that she

could not see the upper henisphere r.ince there was no lif;ht on this fart. She

ctated f-at as the object started to move- upward there 'rs a doi/r.drcft of air

which caused her housecoat to billo- out and blfw leaves anj twigs around the

yard.

•jvised that she w-?.s getting ready for b'.-d when she first heard the

crashing sound which also awakened her daughter. She stated th?.t a Venetian bli.

in her ittic had been discovered to have fallen and she bolicvcd this ir.sy have

accounted for the crashi~g sovm'l. She stntcl they have b;^n bloun devn by the

wind previously. She stated there was a lot of wind connect=d with the object,

howaver, the .eather was c.ln. Sh-j estinated f'.tt her first sighting of the ob

ject was abodt 15 degrees above the horizon line (her horre is n story and a half

bungalow, approximately 20 fe»t high at th? peril') . She stated she asked her

neighbors if they had heard any unusu.il sounds -"id th.--y related to her that they

heard a comotion outside but did rot Investigate. Sh-o loiow of no other witnes3.

to thi3 occurence.

«0^^p she had only uitnaased thib object with unaided eyes, t.'o

examination was made of the rool r.or w.i3 any other physical evidence available.
She drew a rough diagraa of the object which wa:i refined and further detailed in

her presence by S/A niCilAHDSOH. A detailed dr.iwing i^ .-:tt ich':d nj rn inclosure

to this ropert.

Tics c:" sighting was tstii.'.itpd an approximate-ly 1730-3735. I.i^'ht condition:

were described as night.

location of Ohjorvur v.an dctorninc-fl hl approxiT^tiily 3!i° 25' - lorth, and

C?.° KV - West.

_ iidcntififtd horself aj atatfd above and c].ii"wd no nilitary or other

observer experience. She advised that tho reason she had not previously roportcc

this incident was for fr.nr of n-Jieulc. Sh': ri'iJ'._.t"d that i,ho }•■• prot-Tt-jjl frc>:

nil lorra.of noturiuty as a result oi ro|wirtjn-; thi'. in' idii't.

c. Source described the wcnthe-r as Cl^or and Cal:.i. and oh« .advised viaibilit
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Saturday over bouthern Donunican Republic.

"Several employees of a coffee factory identified by ^ Caribe in

its Sunday edition, said that the objects were 'round with some

sort of brilliant rotating dome and that they flew a tight 'Y' for

mation at a low altitude. Due to their low altitude, they said,

they were able to observe the bodies in detail. The saucers seemed

to be two meters in diameter, but thanks to the domes each craft

could have a normal sized man as a pilot. The strange things hover

ed for a few minutes over the huge coffee-dries building and could

have been easily photographed had a camera been available at the

time. Then the things sped prodigiously and quickly disappeared

from sight without any noise." (99.)

2 November. Brenham, Texas. (5.SO p.m.)

Strange, bright object. (See clipping)

2 November. Logansport, Louisiana. (7.00 p.m )

"Stopped traffic."

Ite ald

Airman Basic Childress and an Airman 2/C Howard

stationed at Barksdale AFB had a UFO story to tell:

"...they were driving near Logansport about

7:00 p.m. when they saw a bright object about

the color of the setting sun, rise up over a

hill some distance away. Childress and Green

said the round-shaped object stopped as it

got up over the hill, lingered a few seconds,

then disappeared down. They said the car in

front of them almost hent off the road, then

stopped. The airmen stopped briefly then
continued." (100.)

2 November. Shreveport, Louisiana. (7:00 p.m.)

"Settled to the ground."

A Louisiana couple's story.

"That same night, a Shreveport, La. man

and his wife spotted a glowing object 15

miles south of Shreveport, just north of

Logansport. Mrs. Alford said the Object, a

brilliant yellow, settled near the ground at

a distance she thought was about 300 yards. As the object settled
it faded out or rose behind the trees. It didn't have any par
ticular shape she said. The appearance was accompanied by no
flash, no sound or odor, and there was no heat generated from the
object." (101.)

2 November. Ft. Worth, Texas, (about 8:00 p.m.)

Kid sees flying egg.

Ralph Mylus was playing in his yard 8 p.m. November 8th. The 11-year-old
boy had made a parachute and was tossing it into the air. His eyes were
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fixed on his toy as it rose upward, and then he did a "double take." Ralph

caught sight of an egg-shaped object as it made a transit of the sky from

the southwest to the northeast, moving "not quite as fast as a jet plane."

Excited, Ralph ran indoors to tell his parents. (102.)

2 November. Between Seminole and Seagraves, Texas. (8 30 p.m.)

A resident of Hobbs, New Mexico, called the sheriff November 5th to re

late a strange experience that occurred 8:30 p.m. the previous Saturday.

The man refused to give his name "because people might think he was out of

his mind." The Hobbs newspaper carried the story.

According to the witness, he was driving on State Road SI about 8:30 p.

m. Saturday when something happened at a point between the towns of Sea-

graves and Seminole. The witness told Deputy Sheriff V.S. Flanniken:

'"I was driving down the highway when I saw a bunch of lights

ahead of me in the road. As I drove up, my car engine died and

my lights went off. Then while I wached, the lights in the road

ahead suddenly rose up into the sky and whizzed away. They soon

disappeared.'" (103.)

Seven-league stride toward the conquest of space.

Late Saturday night listening posts around the world picked up beeps from

a second satellite launched by Russian scientists, Sputnik II, a much larger

device that carried a dog as a passenger. It was another Communist space

sensation, but it would have to share the front page the next day with a

small city of 10,000 in west Texas named Levelland.

2 November. Levelland, Texas. (10:30 p.m.)

"Lights of my truck went out and the motor died."

At about 10:50 p.m. November 2, 1957, night radio dispatcher A.J. Fowler

heard the phone ring at police headquarters. He picked up the receiver and

found himself talking to a 30-year-old farm hand Pedro Siado (or "Saucedo"

depending on the newspaper account consulted.). Mr. Siado was very excited

but he managed to relate to officer Fowler his version of what happened.

According to Siado something mystifying was encountered while he was

driving west on Route 116 near the hamlet of Pettit. With Siado at the

time was his friend Joe Salaz. Siado told officer Fowler:

"ke first saw a flash of light in the field to our right and we

didn't think much about it. Then it rose up out of the field and

started toward us, picking up speed. When it got nearer, the

lights of my truck went out and the motor died. I jumped out and

hit the deck as the thing passed directly over the truck [at an

estimated 200 feet] with a great sound and a rush of wind. I felt

a lot of heat. Then I got up and watched it go out of sight to

ward Levelland." (104.)

Siado said the thing was "200 feet long," "torpedo-shaped," and something

"like a rocket."

After the thing departed, Siado got back into the truck where poor Joe

had remained seated. Siado had yelled to Joe to jump clear but the fellow

either froze with fear or was too dazed to think. The headlights had come

back on by themselves, and the truck's engine started without any hesitation
when Siado turned the key in the ignition.
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Both men were so frjghten by the experience their first thought was to
call the police. They drove west to the little community of Whiteface where
they stopped at a feedmill and asked to use the phone. While they were
making their call, a man at the mill said: "...someone else had just told

him about it." (105.)

Officer Powlcr sent a patrol car out to the "Siado encounter site" on

Route 116. A quick search of the area turned up no sign of anything un-

At approximately 11.00 p.m., ten minutes or so after Siado called, officer

Fowler contacted nearb) Reese AFB and inquired about a possible aircraft in
distress. The base Provost Marshal's Office said they had no knowledge of
any problem. Authorities at Reese kept in touch with the situation by civil

police radio channels. (106 )

2 November. Amarillo, Texas. (11:20 p.m.)

"Was something in the air?"

At Amarillo, about 100 miles to the north of Levelland, two Civil Aero

nautics control tower workers observed a blue-colored, gaseous, object

zipping through the heavens. The object sped across the southern sky leav

ing an amber trail. A press report stated:

"Calvin Harris and Sandy McKean were on duty in the control

tower Saturday night [November 2th] when the blue object ap
peared south of the airfield. The object which was three de

grees above the horizon looked like a dissipating meteorite.

McKean said, 'We frequently see things which the layman calls

falling stars, but we never saw anything this spectacular be

fore." (107.)

2 November. On the road to Amarillo. (late evening?)

The same as Siado.

A couple arriving in Amarillo Saturday night, after a drive north from the

direction of Levelland, flagged down Amarillo policeman J.R. Poole and re-

reported an occurrence similar to Siado's, but the lawman, not aware of the

doings down south, brushed off the story. He never even brothered to write

down names of the man and woman, a routine thing in his line of work. (108.)

Back at the Levelland station house policeman Bill White, puzzled by the

Siado telephone call, asked officer Fowler: "What do you think?" Fowler re

lied: "Oh, he's drunk --doesn't know what he's talking about." (109.)

At that moment two other terrified motorists in the darkness beyond the

city lights of Levelland were frantically seeking a phone so they could call

Fowler.
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HYING SAUCER—In 1909, James Rock in his novel "Thro" Space,"

included this space ship, which looks like a flying saucer. It was

capable of remaining suspended in air and moving in any direc

tion. This was done by spilling a common type of salt spon a

radium and helium mixture, producing a new substance he called

hellium. When treated electrically, the substance would travel

away trova th« earth. (Kew York Public Library, Central Prest)


